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Holland City News.
HOLLAND,

VOL. X.-N0.27.
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corner of River and Eighth streets.
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Christians do the Bible. Of course they

would oppose any change in
Dear little Bell, so eaily celled,

f'\E GROUT, L. barber. Haircutting, shaving,
shampooning. hair-dyeing,etc., doneatrea
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est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick Onions, V bushels ................
store cor. Eighth <fc fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17 Potatoes, N bushel ................
Timothy Seed, V bushel ..........2 50

From earthly sin and sorrow,
To realms of never ending light,
Whose dayi shall have no raotrow.
They'velain thee wheie the shadows creep,
The cold earth for thy pillow,
And left thee to thy dreamless sleep,
Beneath the bendingwillow.
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First Reformed Ohurch.
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sician sprescriptionscarefully put up: Eighth st. Bariev, 100 Th .................... 1 20
Middling. *M00 lb ............... (ft 1 00
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Vf EENG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- Flour, brl ....................
(ft 8 5*»
xfX iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles andPer- Pearl Barley, 100 lb ...............
'•'tnaries.River street.
Rve « bn-h .................... (ft 80
Corn Meal V 100 lbs ..............<& 105
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Druggist A Pharmacist; a
stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

Mr. R. Van Kampen has got

Sreu Makeri.

_

changes.

on

by

even

the critics themselves, that the men
this

work are worthy of

the public confidence. They are all well-

known

scholars,

and men not

likely to

make mistakes. The number engaged in
the

work who,

some

while likely to make

compromises necessary

that

would be pre-

judicialto the best unfolding of the mean-

Our
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they rest where Jesus dwells.

wide departuresfrom the most

little earthly blossom

Has found a sate and sure

rendering.

retreat

pertect

their work is the legiti-

Blill,

*

mate subject of competent criticism,and

Within the Saviour’s bosom.

this it will undoubtedly receive.

The early called, how blest are they,
Thus freed from earthly sorrow,
Who wake to find eternal day,
And know no sad to-morrow.
A Fhiknd.

The

question, however, which the critics are
to decide

for themselves, aud

to

help the

people decide, Is not whether this verse in

Matthew and that verse in John has been

all the

necessary tools to move, raise or lower

trust, and it is not to be disputed,

ing of a passage, would guard against all

iuess.

Yearly“advertl»erB have the privilege of three

obliged to take the work of the revisers

miss thee here, beside the hearth,

We know

Additional ^otal

ALSU UEBBR,

rightfullyinfluential. The most of us are

And sit in silentmourning;
Thy little bark now outward bound,
bball know no more returning,
Thy littlefeet have strayed afar
Beyond death's gloomy river,
Where never fading blossoms are,
Aud where summer lasts forever;

Wheat, white V bushel ............ 1 0 (ft 1 10
Corn, shelled $ bushel ..........
(ft 50

it.

a critical class,

not large in numbers, but naturally and

who have done
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/'^KE. D. M., Dental Surgeon; resideuceand
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T>EACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and Honey, $ ......................
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$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
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Editor and PiMUfur.
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$ @
............. 75(i5

Clover Seed, $) lb ..................
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CoaaiulosKerehist.
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Apples,# bushel ...............
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superstitiousreverence than these ignorant

MEMORY OF LITTLE BELL HUNT.
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NO,

The Bible Berieion Among the People.

improved or harmed by the new rendering,

MERRY. C. A.. Dress Ma<cer and Hair Dresser,
but whether the
Testament as a
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
would respectfully announce to the citizens buildings at short notice. He is also prelines, $2.00 per annum,
Notwithstandingthe enormous numbers whole, is better or worse than the King
that she has opened Dress. naulng and Hair Dresspared to build new dwellings, or repair
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub- ing rooms, in the building, one door west of Grif
sold in England of the new revision of James version, and whether, as s whole,
lished wbttout charge for subscribers.
tin s Drug Store, Washington street. Grand Haven. old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will donote Also teaches in Wax, Worsted, Lace, and other
the New Testament,it has been staled re- the people will get at the truth in it easier
13-ly.
expiration of ihe Subscription.Two XI sig- fancy work.
8l-ly joiner’s
peatedly that it makes litlle headway than they will in the old form. We canthat no paper will be continuedafter date,
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bills collectable quarterly.
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YTAN PUTTKN

G,, General Dealers, In Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.

V

pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pru\J prietors.The only flrst-ciuss Hotel In the
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10 40 ....

East Suugutuck 3 05

10 55 2 20

....Richmond.
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|

city. Is located In the business center of the town,
and has oue of the largestand best sample rooms
In the Slate. Free bus in connection with the liotel. Holland, Mich.
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to

2 50 11 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 8 45

12 25 3 05

.....

Bangor. ... 2 00 8 31

.Benton Harbor.1: 50 7 32
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A. D. Nelson, proprietor.
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R. R. depot, has good facilities for the travelingpubdc, and
Its table is unsurpassed.On Ninth sir , Holland,

Michigan.
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On Saturday night the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. in., arriving at
Holland 1:83 Sunday morning.
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Rapids.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
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From Grd. Rapids
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a. m. p. m. p.m.
a.m. p.m. p. rn.
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) KST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
the disease uf tue Eye, Ear and Throat u
special study. Officehours uiglht aud day, on the
cor. of Eighth aud River sts., Holland, Mich, b-iy

13

__

Physicianaud Accoucher.
Office at Dr. Schouteu’sdrug-store, Eighth

0

street.

4u ly.

ANTING, A.

U., Physician and burgeon ;
»vX office at GruafrehapVillage,Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a.
20-ly.
lyf

X
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nee. lortluler.
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Kortlao Jer.
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Wander
We

sell more fine
bouse in the State.

Bros.,

Whiskies than any

other

best

thing wo have. It

sure us that

We

it is

as-

Hie best we can get.

should all remember that there is

the truth there is

dor, and scholarship, and fidelity. They
have

had

better means for arriving at the

exact meaning of the text than their pre

the vehicle

:
The language is
ou or through which that

truth is conveyed to our tuiuds, and that

most faithfully
new aud forciblycouveys that truth. It would
New Testamentmore be a real benefitto Christendom to break
version is the best which

revision we have the

They

get used to a set of lornu of any

kind, and cling to them with foolishfond-

ness. They stand by

a

the period of his usefulness has expired,

only weakness.

simply because they are used to him

would have given

They

cling to

a

political party long

lifter the issues

which

it

called

into

be offensiveto them.

Another class will oppose the new

much

A

its

fresh translation

to the Bible study a tre-

mendous impetus. For fond as we may
become of old forms of language, those
forms wear out and become powerless by
mere reiteration. We have no question
(hat a retranslalionwould lie stronger today before the people than

the revision is,

and would have before it

more

a

splendid

future.— /Swr6«tfr’* Magazine.
re.

less re-

Opinion of an Eminent Conductor.

Gotthold Carlberg, the celebraied Conthem, the King James ver- ductor, writes:
sion of the Bible is the inspired Word of Mendelssohn Piano Co., Ne\o York:
people.

To

in all its

not know enough to use their reason.

clared, in the presence of

To

new

many

living,

REYMAN, OTTO

Importers
WHOLESALE
AMD

Liquors Dealers^
No. 114 Canal Street,

Grand Rapids,

-

Michigan,

had

been

rank

The

among the very best in the

revision

you

all the

success you so fully deserve, tod remains,

Yours very

its admissions that there

truly,

Gotthold Carlbebq.

some mistakes in the English

unchristiandishonestyof such sn
only equaled by

Gently

Bom

Eugene Cross, Swan

It.

Street, Buffalo,

writes; '* I have nsed Spring Blossom for of dyspepsia and indigestion,and have found
this kind of dishonesty pretty widely it to act admirably as a gentle aperient
attitudeas this

is

ishness. We fear that there is

its fool-

a leaven

scattered throughout the church—

a

feel-

and blood

purifier.

I consider it no-

equaled; 'you are at liberty to use my
revision, will remove some of name at a reference."’Price 00 cents,

ing, or a fear, at least, that the exact truth

new

the props from under old dogmas that

bad become

ttomyt.

its

Bible hitherto preached to the world.

in a

The finest Whiskies in the World.

simply by

lake

country, and hope will be played in con-

by-stand- cert halls frequently.I wish

would make
more infidels than all the Bob Ingereolls

ers, that the

WatehiiMd Jivtlry.-

of each week
Visiting brothera arecordially invited.
Will. H. Rooms, N. G.
M. Harbinoton, R. 8.

will

and

minister long after in that fact abides what seems to us

this class belongs the bigoted fool who de-

G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Clgars.Snud,Pipes, etc.; Eighth atreet.

x. o. of o. r.
Holland City Lbdge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holda Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., onTueaday Evening

the fetich worshipper, and the critic,

language. They regard a
Gentlemen— I bad the pleasure of
a tampering wilh the sacred trying several of your upright Pianos,
text, and us essential profanation.The and must pay you a sincere 'compliment
forms of language in which sacred (ruth for the power of tone and excellentquality
has been presented to them are quite as of touch in your instruments. No less
sacred as the truth itself. These people delighted I was with one of yonr Grand
cannot be reasoned with, because they do Pianos, which I consider fully entitledto

'pK ROLLER,

X

to conciliatethe conservatfve, Ihe bigot,

revision as

Tobacci ini Cigars.

• Mixed trains.

trial bottles 10 cents.

precious, or are regarded as

•‘Bakers’ Pure Hand-made Sour Mash Bourbon '' fundamental in their accepted schemes of
Grasshoppers appeared in the Indian
(The best in the State.) •‘Kentucky Pride hand
r. * a. k.
made
sour mash. ••Jackson Hour Mash. The belief. Some of these people make a sort Territory on July 20. They were amall,
A RauuLARComtnunication
of Umitt Lodoz.
ijL
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Maaonlc Hall finest in the Land. “Uoneydew Bourbon." “J. of fetich of the Bible. They carry it in but came In immense numbers, have
R. Clay." “8. 8. Miller'sRye." The Limestone
•if 0 BRIDE, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Ang. Creek Sour Mash, and the finest line of Imported
their pockets as a charm. No heathen healthy appetites, and are beading for.
iU. Lepplg's Block,. Grand Rapids, Michigan. 8, at? j'clock .sharp.
B. 0. Matrau.W.M. and Domestic Wines.
Business tn Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Coantie
KORTLANDER BROTHERS. ever gave the objects of his worship more Texas.

HOWARD,

M.

.

D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
Notary Pablic: River street.

to.

will hi promptly attended

9-lys

•

in it.

decessors. and we arc sure that in the

God,

m.

iMineis* JUKCtoty.

the

spectable.They are necessarily ignorant

_

Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer In Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market
and EUihtb Street.

t Rons dally,all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains ran by Chicago lime.

is

was made under circumstanceswhich

their can-

vision from motives very

IV 1GU1NS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Uallery opposite this office.

XX

9 25

5_85

tance. It

have done ibis great work-in

new form

Phrtspapkir.

D

02

the old. This should settle

only one thing sacred about the Bible, vis

15-7m.

O. K., Physician and burgeon. Office
his residence, Overysel, Mien.

9 48

p.m.

issue.

m.

L>

510

in this

tn.

a.

than

men who

It is important to travelers to know being have been left behind, simply because they dislike change. The new re
that special inducements are offered by

where

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

m.

oq«

Phyilclaai.

4 10
8 00
p.m.

whole,

the whole question of its universal accep-

to believe in the

every reason

oTKGKNUA, A. P., Justice of (he Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancingdone at short the Burlingtonroute. It will pay you to vision will meet with opposition from connotice. Office ai bis restUeuce New Holland,
servatives,as a matter of course. They
9-ly
read their advertisement to be found elseprefer their truth in the old form, and the

YTATES,

a.

•oh'S-U

•aStaaojindjiaqiqitM tnaqi joahj Amo
asoqi Meapf oT joAttapua Xioao asn
XAUELS, VAN PUTTKN A (JO., Proprietors 1|{m ;faqx 'epooS jjaqi Xii pan auioo oi
of Ptugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour ‘jfunoA pnu p|o qioq ‘spuauj j^aqi ||H apA
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
-aj Xqajaq Xaqi pu« ‘-qoiK’ 'pnnjaaz
117TLMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and ‘sjoijnj mwaj,-) aaj atuospauq Aj.ia pa u ado
TV Iron and Wood combinationPumps. Cor- 3Auq ‘aguiuiHfuaa 2pjn«|aqqt>lg sussa p;
luth and Rivet streets.

5 30
4

grammar,

the new version should not be belter, as a

costliest.

audDealeriu

Agricultural Implements;commission agent
for MowiuK Machines* cor. lOlhARiver street.

OC’HOUTEN,F. J.,

Via Nunlca.

for those grown strange or ob-

solete, not to speak of corrected

VAN

I

7 20 4 50 12 30

...

and phrases

inspect.

Michigan.

3 25

11 25

as in this country, cer-

knowledgerelating lo
the originalGreek text that has been
made since the King James version, and
with the substitution of familiarwords

great advance of

A full line of straw nuts has just ar- men who, when a village outgrows the new revision is a concession to the preH., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper rived at the store of G.
PUTTEN forms of village lile and government, and judices of all the classes ot objectors to
and twine; 8th street.
& SONS, ranging from 5 cents to the seeks to be incorporated as a city, will op- which we have alluded, it has been prenicest and
12-tf
Kanufactorie!,Hllli,Sbopi, Etc.
pose the change, though urgently needed. sented,as far as possible,in the old form,

0

3 30

in

moment doubt wbat their answer

must be. It is impossible that with the

CATARRH REMEDY. A

V

Notary Pablici.

11

England, as well

at

Cough 1
against its reception, but if the new revisWill yon heed the warning. The signal perhap«
of the sure approach of that more terribledisease ion is really better than the King James
Consumption. Ask yourselvesif you can affoid version, its ultimate reception la certain.
for the sake of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and
do nothing for it. We know from experience To suppose otherwise is lo accuse the
thatbhiloh'sCure
will cure jour cough. It never
fails. This explains why more than a million Christian Church of incurable bigotry
bottleswere sold the past year. It relievesCroup, and wrong headedness. To us the superand Whooping Cough, at once. Mothersdo not be
withoutit. For Lame Back. Side or Chest, use iority of the new version seems patent.
Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by D. It. Meengs.
The people, as well as ourselves, have

ITAN DER UAAR,

3 85

•

wide distribution,and

What a

J.

__

I

(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)

its

not lor a

nasal In- perfectly represented in the English lan- up the idea that tbeie is anything sacred
class.
jector free with each bottle.Use it If you desire
guage than it has ever been before.
and not to be touched in the language of
MAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding health and sweet breath. Price 50 cts. Sold by D.
IX stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- R. Meengs.
There are several classes which will the old English Bible— to kill out. the
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's
A large stock of bleached and un- naturally oppose the reception of Ihe re- reverence fur the old forms In which truth
Hotel.
33-tf
bleached cottons, and all kinds of dress vision, both in this country and England, has been conveyed. The only fault we
VT1BBELINK,J. U., Livery and 'Sale Stable;
goods and trimmings has just arrived at
IN Ninth street, near Market.
however, aud it is well to take account of have to find with the revision Is that it is
ihe store of G. VAN PUTI EN & SONS.
Heat Harken.
them.
The conservulivenaturally dis- a revision at all. Wherever in the new
Ladies are especially invited lo call and
12-tf
likes change and innovation. It does not revision the revisers have found it necesI >UTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market, near corner
13 Eighth and Fish Street.All kinds of sausary to translateanew aud present a new
sages constantly on hand.
The finest Soda Water, Candies and mailer from what quarler change may
come, or to what it may relate; he will op version, we find the mpst interestingand
I/'UITE.J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and Cigars at (15-tf) E. 8. Dangremond’s.
pose it. There are always a number of refreshing passages. The truth is that the
vegetables; Meal Market on 8th street.

IX

On Sunday morning
Holland

Danghkmond’s.

Mich.

12 40 7 25 2 00

..

with the facts of

tain forms of opposition will be engaged

audbarnonMarketstreet.Everythingttrst- SHILOH’S

2 Os! 4 05

E. 8.

Is It not worth the small price of 75 cents to
Scott, proprietor.
5 00
This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and free yourself of every symptom of these distressing
complaints, if you think so. call at our store
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
4 45 $l.il() per day. Good accommodationscan always and get a bottle of Shiloh's Vitallzer,every bottle
has a printed guarantee on it. use accordingly and
bo relied on. Holland,
8-ly
3 55
if it aoes you no good it will cost you nothing.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Llvirv
and
Sale
Stable!.
•3235
We have a speedy and positive core for Catarrh,
2 10
Diphtheria, Canker mouth and Head Ache, In

O

2 55 9 20

..

|>H(E.N1XHOTEL.

X

oCOTT’S HOTEL. Wm.

15

Oh,

Hotel!.

Chicago & West Michigan E. E.

Pkssink’s.

because it is next lo impossibleto get
If you want a nice dish of Ice Cream go
lo the parlors fitted up for the purpose, at the facts. It is undoubtedly true that

Qtsiral Dealeri.

|ail $oiuL.

largest variety of Cigars and To- among the people. We doubt the truth of
and the best, at
the slalemeot, because it does not agree

CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fur- baccos, the cheapest
ivl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
15
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
11. A

YORK.

New

D.L. Botd. Ssc'v.

22-fim

HOLLAND CUT. MICHIGAN.

centrate all available forces and march against
tho Indian marauderswho have crossed tho July 4, three children perishingin the flames.
border. . .FrancisMurphy the temperance ora- The Corouei's jury finds that the littleones
tor, has sailed for Liverpool,to organize a rewere murdered by their parents and the house
formationin Great Britain
Miss Clara Louise set on fire to concealtheenme.
.Judge James
Kellogg, who has arrived at New York, states D. Colt, of the MassachusettsSupremo bench,
that the police of St Petersburg opened her committedsuicide at his office in Pittsfield,
Mass.
revolver against
lettersand cut her newspapers;

POLITICAL.

—

The

THE EAST.
The rooms
N. X., of Capt.

Asbury Park,
John Boflugor ami family, of
at a hotel in

Louis, were robbed of $10,000 worth of jew-

8t.

elry. Other guests of the hotel were also
robbed.,.. The assessors of Boston have appraised that city at $665,518,900.The amount
to be raised for municipal expanses is $8,173,-

m
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conservativeDemocrats of VirRichmond in State Ccnvention on the 4th inst, Thomas 8. Bocock was
made permanentPresidentThe platform declares that the maintenance of the public

.

He

his

Secretary Hunt has

instructed Ad-

The Strange Disappearanceoff Editor
Walle, off Parle, III.

held tho
For some

The mysterious disappearance in Chicago,

right temple.

has been in very had

on July

faculty of New York to fast for thrte months.

Ho declaresthat, if the air in his room bo
strongly charged with electricity,
he can obtain
tho negative element from the disintegration
of his tissue, and fast for ninety-five days.
George Wslkeriof Boston, who abducted

a 7-year-old child from the front of a house in
New York, was sentencedto ten years in State
prison.

tho cavity of tho wound, they took advantage, on t^e morning of the 8th, of the patient’s
unprovedcondition to make another incision
into the track
the v bullet below tho
margin of tho twelfth rib. This operationwas
successfully performed, the President having
first been etherized. Although suffering some
nauseat from the amesthetic,he soon regained
ins previous condition. Tho present incision,
the physician* declare, can he left open ami
unobstructedas long as may ho necer-sary,and
the best results are confidently expected.
in

Low-

Gen. Chalmers, of

of

Mississippi, announces that he will be a candidate for the
United States Senate, against Senator Lamar,

whose term expires with the close of the
XLVrtlh Congress. He proclaims himself a
Greenbacker.

GENERAL.
The death

is

announced of Bishop E.

The Edison ElectricLight Company

looked upon by the friends of tho missing man
as a case of murder for purposes of robbery.
The polico of Chicago have not ceased in their
efforts te find a clew to Mr. Walls’ whereabouts, but, so far, they have been eminently
unsuccessful. The Chicago Inter Ocean, commenting editorially upon this dark mystery,

at

says

Bradlauqh, true to his threat, atG. Fargo, President of
is now putting wires In a district in New York
tempted to enter the British House of Comthe American Express Company and Mayor of
for 14,000 lights,and has purchased two build- Buffalo, also of Mr. James Clark, the senior mons by force. He was removed from the
member of thd Clark Thread Company of lobby by tho police and escorted into the
ings in Pearl street in which to place its maNewark, N. J., at Paisley, Scotland.
chinery.... N. O. Greenfield,who murdered
Palace yard, where ho stood for some time
his wife, was hanged for tho crime at SyraGen. Hancock Las received an invita- with hu arms folded, three officers barring
cuse, N. Y., last Friday, after years of delay.
tion from Secretary Lincoln to command the his way to tho House. When the House
Orville Grant, the youngest brother troops at the Yorktown celebration, and prom- opened the Speaker declared tho door
closed, and Gladstoneasserted that Bradof Gen. U. 8. Grant, died recentlyat Morris ise to make that feature of the ceremonies
________
iaugh
has now ___
no ______
more right than a stranger.
.very
impressive.
Admiral
Porter
will
command
AtThis moment Bra’i
Plains, N. J., aged 48 years. He was a partner
of his father in tho leather business at Galena the war vessels which will participate in the an entrance to the House, but was dragged from
i the doors and handed over to a party of six
when the war broke out, but came to
It is reported that instructions have i policeman,his coat being torn in the struggle.
Chicago in 1865. Eight years later he was
sent to an insane asylum, where bo has been received from tho Chinese Government Ho then went to Bow street for a summons
against the police, which was refused, but the
been under treatment for a long time....
Gen. Robert Patterson, who commanded a por- modifying the original order for the return of magistrate urged him to tile informationfor

A frightful explosion, resulting

:

A body was found in the lake on Thursday
which was thought at one time to he that of
C. N. Walls, editor of tho Paris (111, ) Republican,
whose disappearancetwo weeks ago was widely

Pittaburghprices for skilled labor and to employ only non-unionworkmen.... A Hood at
Central City. Col., caused by tho li lire ting of a
rain-cloud, (lid damage of $50,000. One man
was killed. A volume of water five feet high ran
through tho streets,aud' at sumo points the
debris was piled up twenty-fivefoot high ____
A blaze at Pawnee City, Neb., swept away more
than half the business portion of the town,
thirty firms having been burned out. The loss
is placed at $45,000.

Ore., and of William

and which at
much comment both from the
and tho public, has finally come to bo

press

Cincinnati, and passed resolutionsto pay only

FOREIGN.

O. Haven, of the Methodist church, at Salem,

west of Pittsburgh convened

of Mr. C. N. Walls, tho editor of the

the time excited

Representativesof nearly all tho
rolling-mi ls

23,

Paris (III) Aepublican- Beacon,

—

at Jackson,nominated Gen. Robert
ry for Governor on the thirtieth ballot

DARK MYSTERY.

A

time he
health....
miral Wyman, commanding the North Atlantic The mam exhibitionbuilding at Philadelphia
credit of Virginia is an essential means to the
promotion of her prosperity.John M. Daniel, squadron,to send all the availablevessels of has been sold to an agent ot the Pennsylvania
hu command to participate in tho Yorktown railroad for $97,000. The building cost
of Richmond, was nominated for Governor
$1,600,000.Bomo 75,000.000feet of lumber
North Carolina held an election,on the 4th celebration, Oct 15.
and 8,500,000pounds of iron were used in ns
inst., on the liquor question. The ProhibiThe febrile condition of the’President construction ..... Four colored men have gone
tionists failed to carry a county, and were defor
several days having suggested to tho sur- on duty with tho police force at Philadelphia.
feated by 40,000.
They are the first on record, and are regarded
The MississippiDemocraticConven- geons that the cause was tho detention of pus
tion,

York Tribune.

.

with great curiosity.

u

Dr. Tanner haa located
Erie, Pa.
He is preparinga propositionto the medical

____

—New

.

ginia gathered at

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.

proposition is, a given number of agriculturist needs more space for it operThe lion.se of a negro named Charles ations, and this can lie better found in
Moody, at Lake Village, N. H., was burned on America and Australiathan in England.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

Gen. Boquet, of Mexico, has been
sent to Chihuahua to assume command of the
troops in that district He has orders to con-

oealed....A group of twenty men, all white
road-hands,were tan dine dose to the house of
J. H. Clyburn. near Hansrille, 8. G., when a
stroke of lightningkilled four and wounded
ten of the number. .There was no storm at the
time, though a heavy rain fell shortly afterward.

chronicled.

The circumstancesconnected with this disamong the strangest on re.’ord,
aud rival in mystery the storiesof Charles Reade
api-oarenco are

or Wilkie Collins.

About ten days ago, while thonsands of excited men aud gayly-dressed
women were cheer-

ing and waving their handkerchiefs over a
closely-contested race at the Jockey Club Park,
a gentleman in a prominent seat of the grand
stand fell suddenly hack in an unconsciouscondition. There was a hustle and stir in tho dense

in

the death of five persons, occurred in St. Clair

county,111. Laborers on tho farm of Henry

crowd immediately surrounding him hut tho

Young prepared to

return to work after breaklast, aud were approaching the steam threshing machine, when tho boiler hurst, scat-

great mass knew nothing or paid littleatten-

tion to one man in a simple fainting fit
Tho hell struck sharply, ordering up tho driptering destruction in every direction.Five ping horses for another heat, aud the uulort_____
men were killed outright, anil live others were unate man, removed from tho immediate presso seriouslyinjured that their lives are deence of tho crowd, was left to work his way
spaired of. The machine was shattered m a hack to consciousness, while the gay thousands
thousand pieces, and the wheat took lire, which again turned their attention to tho races.
spread to ull tho surrounding property. Thu Stranger though ho was to those surstock-yard aud all its contents were consumed rounding him, there would have been
in the llanics.
plenty of assistancerendered without
All prominent places in New Orleans doubt had there not appeared,in the hustle and
assault
tion of the Federal army at Bull Run, has just the Cnineso students in this country. It is beexcitementimmediately following the fainting
died at his home in Philadelphia, aged 86 years. lieved, at any rate, that this order will ulti- _
A _____
syndicate of American, French were adorned, a few nights ago, with placards, fit. two men, who seemed to he tho stranger’s
....A bar-tender in New York, on opening tho I matelv he reconsi tered. There is a suspicion . ......
\ ..... "V'1*’
signed by the Committeeof Safety, which de- friends, and who took charge of him. It is
ice-box the other morning, found the proprity* ' that uie refusal of our Governmentto permit an< Herman bankers has resolved to construcCbinese youths to enter our miliary schoo s in a canal from Baltimore to the Atlantic, across clare that tho laws must be enforced,corrup- now known that these men were unacquainted
tor’s corpse resting on a beer keg. It is believed
that, in distress from tho heat, ho spent the large numbers had -omething to do with the the peninsulaof Maryland and Delaware,at an tion inr office stopped, and fioodiunusuiput with Mr. Walls, that they were without doubt
villainsof the worst type, and that under the
night in the box, find was frozen to death ..... recent action of the home Government.... estimatedcost of $8,000,000.The cut will be
A WAHnTvnrnv teWrnm khvk nf Oni ! &uiHe of acquaintance tboy took thl) mc0Qm
A movement has been inaugurated in Sew Assistant Postmaster General Elmer says that 120 feet wide, 26 feet deep, and require
A w AsniNGTON telegram says ot Um- j H(.l0U(Jmau awav wllh lhem| robbed him, and
Yoik to preventthe adulteration of lager-heer. $314,666were saved to the Government during eighteenmonths to complete.Baltimorecomteau, the assassin:“ He has now been confinedI probablyended the matter by murdering him.
____ A fire at East Taunton, Mass., denroyed a
the month of July by the discontinuance
of tho
merce will thus gam 225 miles of sailing ____
large wire and nail mill, with a loss of 315U.U00 star routes needlessly and 1.0 doubt Irandu- The French Government having invited the in jail over five weeks. It is rather ' That such a thing should be possible in this
to $200,000, and throwing several hundred men lently established. Since tho 4th of March United States Governmentto send some officers a singular (act that no one haa cvi;r 1 day, and in time, tv, .ema too horribleto Ik.uimcu oitticoviu*eiuuiuinlUBeuu BuiuuuiucurB i » D.ubuio» tum nu uuc
I linvftand Vfit thiHfinnvifttif.n
IH fnrrwl nnnn na
out of employment
Uiere have been saved, through the action of to
tu witness
„UUcbb tho
mo uummu
ui me
upon tmu
uic jan
»iui a 1 p_nn, t|10
ninrTU.n* .iiunnru.nr^
autumn maneuvers of
the 1: caucu
called upon
him at the
jail with
*1.
^tUnr,.> nr h „n
n fl,
'At New York, on the 8th inst., Postmaster General James $1 381,442. French armv, Secretaryof War Lincoln ha., friendly purpose;that during his wanderings in
Brady s work is being graduallyundone. .. . i designatedMaj. Gen. John M. Schofield, Col. | this citv he never made one friend who
, “dn
nn Lu fiil w1!! ri .f
William Gale, the English pedestrian,finished
m
umi
cots
ouj
BuuBiuuuiu
mi*.! rni in nun ,
j,
f()Und
jn tbe lake proves lobe the missHok*rt
J*”“ Ctl“lcr
*»? •“b.hmtud inUr»t in him ; ih.t
tUt
6,000 quarter miles m 6,000 consecutiveten ft ‘ffih dS!S“«atartftTrX'tan of act
1 on the occasion.
iettcr has been received by Guiteau proffer- ! lug
miderHtoodPtbftt Mr. Walls had
minutes,and continuedon the track for four- American pork is & dead letter,as cargoesof
haras have passed the custom houses and gone
teen additional quarters. He then shouted out
I
!
that he would bet $500 to $1,000 that he could into market.

celebration.

u*T

commence at onoe and cover 500 miles within
seven days.

The Castle Garden Labor Bureau

ening to kill BecreUryFor-,

numhe*

is

l

now
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or
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or capture the robberswhen he should recover.

That murder was necessaryto accomplish the
robbery is, of course, improbable. The man was
tho ^ crown** i£i,“unSl “‘ftaT" ^.““FonUr
.anli <l'leralo’"‘ “ot 'o'1,"1!1*1 00 ,acL unconscious,and it is quite likely that he condoKirod that tho wmtenca be
He i» more comMacd now aiid lu». nervom tinned in this state for some time, as his fainting
iinhiest ooiuisteot »nth Juatice ....... than when drat taken to Jad. Ho ha. jettied was thought to have been the result of sunThe treaty between the Engliah and the
tUo odicials «ay, ft await philosophically
stroke, from which he had once he fore snffered.
has boon signed and midland the Govern- | 'o' the result. At no time since hu, cenime- It is not unlikely that tho man was coolly murmeut of the Transvaal tamed over to the “f111' “
* hu, attendant.,has he dered as the shortest way to get rid of him,
Boers. The nauve chiefs are very ranch dis- 1
mamfctationof sorrow or remorse. and tho inhumanity and fiendishuess of the
satisfied and threaten to
BbowB Bome anxiety about the PresidentS crime scarcelyhas
parallel.Thieves
rule at whatever cost..!. The American ship ! condition and hopes that he will recover.”
are generally content to get away

Sonth Carolina, Texas and Pennsylvania,asking
from Fort Craig that Apache Indians attacked that emigrant families be sent to these places.
the Mitchellparty of ten Americansand Farm men are everywhere in request Competent hands can get $18 per month and board,
twenty-six Mexicans out from Chloride City on
a trail in Red canon. The fight lasted until and railroadlaborers can obtain $1.50 per day.
dark. Three Indians were killed. Nine Servant-girls are also in request.

,

I
!

office. The verdict w-ts accompanied bv a rec-

Intelligence has reached Denver

Mexicans and Americans were wounded
and killed, with two missing. All
their horses were taken by the Indians ____
A fire which broke out in a dance-house at
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all parts of the Union, hut especially from

THE WEST.

down.

'

1

made

turns frequently

^i

,

that he

is

rest-

'

Boors
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WASHINGTON.

rebel Roer

Guiteau has placed in the hands of

District Attorney Corkhilla petition asking Calcutta has

been lost on
men were

a

with

Atrica. At Shoeburyness, England, the CanadjaQ ^mery team won the Marquis of Lome’s

plunder, without hearing the
blood of a victim on their hands, and even the
worst of men usually proceed to extremities
likely that Guiteau’s prayer will be granted, ^HE H°n- Levi P. Morto i, the
prize for the battery which could quickest unonly as a last resort. But if this man was
and it is cerUin that if he were released he Minister from the United States to France,and mount and remount field pieces. They were in killed,as is generally supposed, it was a needwould not be quite safe. It is said that there have
tbe reuri Minister, had an inter- competitionwith aud heat eleven teams of Brit- less aud causeless crime, even from the highbeen formed in Washington, Baltimore and
a
all . *
ish volunteer artillery ..... At Jastrow,in Went era wayman's standpoint,and is so shocking as to
adelphia organizations which would deal with view with President Grevy at Paim Alluding
Pro-sia, in Pomerania, and in Western Russia be incredit»«without the evidence which
1 to the friendship existing between the two naGuiteau after a fashion which that person
tions for a century, they trusted it would the Jews are sufferingpersecution. In Russia makes it inconiestihle.
would not like.
What occurredafter the faintingman was
become perpetual Both’ nations had been Hxtecn villages have been burned, and at
Commissioner Raum haa issued a foremost in maintaining a Government “of Karez, thirty-ninepersons were killed ____ carried_ from his seat and placed in a carriage at
Dv MmwU'r Fos^r rt‘P0^ tb,at the RuBBian wheat the DrivingPark may never be known : but, on
for ino
tho people ana
aud by
The Mescalero Apaches who left their statement showing by collectiondistrictsthe the people, xor
the people,” and Amenca was proud i crop bids fair to be the largest ever raised in the theory that ho was carried to his death, it
reservation have crossed tho Rio Grande near amount of internal revenue collected within the to be united with France in the main- tbe en?Pire ..... The Boer Governmenthas been may be imagined. Helpless in tho
San Jose. They killed two herders and 1 st fiscal year. The collections in Illinois. In- tenance of such a form of government. ... 1 f,0™l&llyp.r0c,a‘med; Il 18 to 1x3 kuowu aB the hands of fiends, no one in the busy
streets dreaming that the passing cara miner near San Marcial,and fired upon diana, Minnesota, Ohio, Iowa and Wisconsin, Tbe Emperors of Austria and Germany had a °°utl1 Af,,lcan
half-hour’s consultation at Gastein on the
.....
! nage contained a friendlessiu*u in the
party
thirty-aix Mexicans and were as follows:
ILLINOIS
inst., after which Emperor Wiiliam
WAn m0 n
' power of cutthroats,the horrible scene was
Americans who »ere in pursuit of them ____
\bi$trict».
r_ to
_ ___
^
enacted. Perhaps the body, breathing
ied FrancisJoseph
the ______
railway
station
Ton n n
nreathiugbut still
An artillery battalion, encamped near Grass First .......$9,905,157.69 Fifth ....... $11,425,131.77 ____________
1,4™’Jju77
bade
him
a hearty adieu on his departurefor
Mr.
Tyrrell,
of
Rail’s
hardware
store,
unconscious,
was
dumped
iuto the lake, to be
Valley, Cal., had a snam tight, and, in storming Second ..... 237, 243.89 iHeveu th ....
"
a fort, several commissioned officers and beThird ...... 566,405 64 (Eighth.... 1.407.226.90Munich. .. .In the recentlydiscovered conpir- got into an argument with Hank Monk ! flJoatfd “bore alter days had elapsed, and
Fourth
.....
l,203,221.62|Thirtecnth
..
tween twenty and thirty men were more or less
M2.4u9.34 wr rt
Rtenlmrg nit? »»•«»,
a j ab4,ut the mze of aome ^cnUural ma‘ftJdw
INDIA' A.
; them of high rank, are implicated. The do- ' i
i
i •
in me waves on innrsoay proves to
wounded, hut none seriously.
Firat ....... 261,752.57 Seventh.... 2,253,770.27
tccll0n of tbjg p)o7i0 8aid to he the reason for : ?llinei7 belonging to Rail which was ly- be some one else, then the victim
Five convicts at the California peni- Fourth ..... 3,369,731.14 Tenth ......
the sudden journey of the Czar and family to ing at the depot. Hank insisted that may have been carried far iuto the country,
Sixth ....... 1,094,927 90 Eleventh...,
•to’ >*'
the machinery nowadays was light aud j murdered and hidden forever from sight in a
tentiary, located at Folsom, made a break for
MINNFROTA.
liberty,knocking down tho guard, and ran to the
First ...... 116,126.83|8ecoud
..... 349,013.51
Dobing the month of July 259 " agru- 1 “Reliable. Tyrrell oil, -red to bet him
OHIO.
river. The officers and guards pursued them. First ....... 12,538,346.58
Tenth ...... 1,089,563,12I riau” outrages were committed in Ireland. Of ! ^ “Urt ‘‘^crtuldn t carry a single piece . found is of itself stiong proof that their work
One was wounded in the leg and captured ; Third.... l’8 6,87 U7 Eleventh'.’.’,
_
398^281 92 j these 155 were cases of intimidation; that is to
/r')m
depot to the store, was villainous beyond description.
another was shot dead; another was capt- Fourth ..... 513,58X86 Fifteenth... 195,871.89
[Note.— The body referred to by the Inter
Hank depositedhis coin aud started.
ured, he being afraid to cro;S the Sixth ....... 352,210.02 Eighteenth .
806,538.82 say, threateningletters, and twenty-five cast s
Ocean was not that of Mr. Walls, and here no
“If
he
gets
up
here
it’ll
make
him
of injury to property. There were eleven asriver, and one attempted to cross, tut Seventh....594,593.31
resemblance to {he missing man.]
IOWA.
saults, twenty areoniL seventeencattle maim- sweat,” quoth Tyrrell.
was drowned. The fifth made his escape ____
Serond
.....
C67,24o.i
hii Fourth ..... 16°, 046.00 ings and four cases otmring at the person ...
“He’ll earn every cent of his bet,”
Tho little town of Covelo, Cal., has been well
nigh destroyed by fire, the loss aggregating Tlllrd ...... 281,317.00'Fifth ....... 219,081 00 The (joios, a rather free-sjeakiug journal
Truckee, Nev., destroyed every business house
in town except three, and many residences.
The loss reaches the round sum of $350,000,
with insurance of one-thirdthat amount It
is announced that the work of rebuilding has
already begun ____ It is stated that Jay Gould
has purchased a large portion of the stock of
the National Stock-Yards,
near East St Louis,
. A fire at Dead wood burned $100,000worth
of property.
•.
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$55,000.

First..

Numerous

reports from points in Illi-

nois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan,Minnesota,

Iowa, Nebraska

and

other States (says the

Chicago Tribune) present varying phases of
the crop outlook.In many localitiesrains
have greatly improved tho corn prospect, hut
in others the stand is very poor, and the showing for other grains is’ not encouraging ....
Gen. Hatch lias gone to Fort Craig to direc t
the movement again»«t the renegade Apaches
from the MescaleroAgency. His forces compri«e five companies of cavalryand fortv Indian scouts
A dispatch from Blue Ridge
Agency, Neb., says that Crow Dog, Captainof
Police at Rose Bud Agencr, shot and msiniitlv
killed tho Indian Chief Spotted Tail. There
had been an ill- feeling between them for some

—

time.

About

forty

armed and masked men

visitedthe jail at Fredonia,Kan., to secure two

murderers

named Hardin. The

outer door

was battereddown and the guards overpowered, hnt one of the latter threw his pistol to a
onsoner, who mortallywounded tho leader of
the lynchers and stopped proceedings.

THE BOLT 11*
The corner-stoneof a monument to
Gov. Caswell, the Revolutionarywar Governor
of North Carolina, was laid at Raleigh by the
Masonic fraternity. Tho ceremony was’ witnessed by 10,000 persons.

Mrs. Dr. 8. W. Bird,
LoimKo county, Ark., gave

of Hamilton,
birth to a girl

child weighing twelve pounds, with its brains

on the Mitsideof its cranium. The child is
well developed,has a fine form and no deformity, save that the eves are inclined to stare

oat

A Petersburg (Va.) telegram says:
“John W. Green, of the firm of Walton 4
Green, commission merchants of this city, and

man named William Lee, who arrivedhero
from Littleton,N. C., met in a bar-room at
Jsrrett’s Hotel, where Green refused to drink
with Lee. The remsal led to inrottingwords.
They met later and Lee cut Green’s throat in
three places, while Green shot Lee. Both men
a

died within a few minutes.’*

In Weakly county, Tenn., a

..... 2,373,rSS^d ...... 229.moo

and son named Osborn, lying in ambush, shot
and seriously wounded Frank Pate and hit son
Willie. The Osborns were arrested and gave
bail. Leaving McKenzie for home, they had
got within sight of their dwelling when they
wore riddled with buckshot from a party oon-

I
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THE MARKETS.

minutes Hank hove
sight, and they all saw that he had
fifteen

,

^Irorn^a R ! order for six months for too-plaincomment
aggregated nP9n the conduct of the Prince of Bulgaria, nothing.
$13
co
and for giving some unpalatable facts about “ Concluded you’d let out the job to a
disorder on hoard Russian war vessels at foreign (]rav ,,1. 9"
- i i^uirur ut
Guiteau’s petition to be admitted to l stations.....The Viceroy of India has informaof , P(it:on
®
.
\ .
.. .
, tion that Ayoob Khan is preparing tor an
8 mm condition,
bail, says a Washingtondisi atch, is in some
“ Well,
I
brought
up
f
Well, I
up a piece,” he said,
respects one of the most remarkabledocuments ! An
train from M^cheflter “ he rntere<l the store,
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Philadelphia......... 27.2'Rlchmpnd ........... 8.2
Pitiaburgh...... 5X7,Ev«nsviUe. ........... 36.3
WMbiiu-ton,D. C....S3.6|Chicago.............. 48.0
Newark .............. 3X5 .Peoria ................ 17.8
Providence ........... 23.7!Aurora. .............. 8.8
Bortou.
............. 18.7 Jacksonville
.......... 14.3
.

•

lo-e.l ................ 31.1|Klgin ................ 35.7

Richmond,Va

........ 50.4|Mollue...............

7.4

V bee ing ........... 31.2 Rock Island .......... 65.3
Charleston........... 45 8 Lak# ................. 43.1
Atlanta. .............. 41.8 Quincy. .............. 2X1
Savannah ....... .....32.3Milwaukee. ........... 21.9
st Paul .............16.0
Selma ................ 55.7 Minneapolis .......... 83.4
New Orleans ......... 34.2 East Saginaw ........ 210
Little Rock ........... 36.6 Flint ................. 1X4
Nashville ............. 27.0 Lansing ............ 117
Memphis ............69.0
.

Washington dispatches represent
PresidentGarfield as progressingfavorably toward recovery. He now partakes

at

regular in-

tervals of goodly quantities of solid and liquid
foods, and sleeps quietly without anodynes.
tongue has begun to assume its natural appearance, and there is considerableimprovt ment
in the process of digestionand assimilation.
The discharge from the wound is in every respect satisfactory,and there is a very strong
probability that the wound round the ball is
healing. The hypodermicinjections of morphine have been omitted by the physicians.

Clarksville ............ 28.4

Drr-:.v :::li
Keoku

Murfreesboro ........ 4 *.8, Davenport ............2LT
Trenton ........ ..... 87.2|8t Louis ............. 37.2
Louisville ........ ...24.5 maha ..............
Bowling Green .......40.8 Lawrence ............ 18.4
Cleveland........... 21.8 Salt Lake City .......35.3
Dayton ............... 2X8 Los AngelM .......... 37.7

0

0

.

^<(4

llli

Ukkves— Cboice Graded Hteern..... 6 05 o 6 io
. 3 H)
4 00
Cows and Heifers .....
Medium to Fair ........... 4 90 («'.6 2 5
.

The convention then adjourned sine
die.— Wit and Wisdom.

.

.

. 5 60 (ut G 85
Hoos .............................
FLOUH-FtncyWhite Winter Ex... 6 75 (* 7 00
Good to Choice SpriiiREx . 5 50 0 6 00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. 1 21 (4 1 22
No. 3 Spring .............
. 1 05 0 l 10
Cohn— No. 2 ...................... 53 «* 54
35 (4 38
(Ja'< a— No. 2 ......................
Rye— No. 2 ....................... 84 (4 86
Haul* y— No. 2 .................... 93
94
IIUTTEU-ChoiceCreamery ........
20 .4 24
(i 12
Enos— Fresh .....................
PoiiK— Mess ......................
.18 00 018 X5
Labd .............................
11*.

.
.

0

.

.

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat- No.

• 11*0

.....................
1 20 (a 1 26
No. 2 .....................
1 17 £ 1 18
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 53
63
Oats- No. 2 ....................... 39
40
84
Rtk -No. 1 ........................ 83
Baulky— No. 2 ..................... 7i
70
Pome— Mesa .......................
17 75 (418 00
Laud ...............................
11&.
1

11^«

ST. LOUIS.

,

He

that there is insanity in his father's 1 amity.
Ho announcesUi%t he proposes to make his
own defense,with competent legal assistance.
Gniteau wants his temporary release, not only
that he may escape impendinginsanity,but
that he may take a trip to Europe, where he
wishes to remain a month or two.

22

11

health.

.

@

CHICAGO.

,

,

••

Reetw ............................
$700 £11
Hook ..............................
6 00 @ 7 20
Otton ............................ 12
12)4
Floor— Superfine..................
4 oo 0 4 75
Wheat-No. 2 Spring ..............1
1 23
No 2 Red .................
1 27 0 1 28
«n
Corn Ungraded ................. 61
42
45
() th— Mixed Western .............
Pork— Mess ......................17 75 018 00

“Where is it?”

Here, ’ said he, with a quiet grin;
express train near Blackburn, England,
’1 nffwiVL TVo *
Guiteau has the most implicit confidence, and many people were very badlv injured, several, tt , ,
. r‘
to whom he intrusts all his secrets,if a man ; it iH htdieved, ffftally. The destruction of proj*- Ho produced a corner ot a casting
who talks so freely and unreservedlycan he erty was very great.... A Loudon dispatch says 1 about the size of a hazlenut.
said tn have any secrets. Guiteau is undonbt- that threshing has commencedin some dis- “ I could have got a bigger piece, but
edly becoming anxiousto escape the penalty of tricts of England, and the quality of the grain the bet waa bo small it wasn’t an object;
his crime. It is apparent that he has had ; has been found variable,and the yield not Vt, H0P
i
enough of imprisonment, and that he has , above the average.The Scotch wheat crop is ! * ,r
,
.
made up his mind
to
escape the reportedto be poor anddisappointing... .John 1 ,.M.ouk went
* he
- will
-»• seek
—
* ------tbe money, and
penalty of tho law by a plea of insanity. Dillon, M. P., lias been re'easod from prison on . his face wore that self-HatiBfiedsmile all
His petition to be admitted to bail is account of his failing
. tne afternoon. — Carson City Appeal.
drawn in legal form, althongh there is
much in it that no lawver would care to inThe Death Rate.
sert, while there is much also that a cunning
Couldn’t Pass Him.
The
National
Board of Health Bulletin re*
man, who is determinedto feign insanity, or a
Sprigging, who is the catcher of a Jerman really insane, would make a part of his cently made the following report of the death
acy nine, aud has hands like an eleapplication.Rhould a lawyer he appointed to rate in every 1,000 in foreign cities:
phant’s ears, was prancing around the
conduct Guitean'scase, this applicationwi'l ^ d_
Vienna ............... 35.3
w ____ Canada....
.... .......
unquestionablybe used as evidenceof insanity. Liverpool! . .....” .2A0 ___
Kingston,
7I.T other day boasting of his exploits on the
Gniteau, in asking for releaseon tail, ex- Parta.....7.7.!!!!.’!!!a6!5
Montreal! ............ 38.6 1 fieM 0f carnage, when he entlmsiasticalpresses great sorrow that the Presi- ; H»vra!.. .....!!!. ...!83.9
dent has sufferedso much and so ! Lyons ................ 37.4 Mat*moraa,Mexico.. 78. 4 ly exclaimed .
* Janeiro....... 39.0
“ Now, do you suppose for an instant
long from the wound
inflicted.| Geneva. ............. 1X5 Rio de
He ask< his release because he fears that con- A"1*
...........
ScoUand ....... ??•- that a ball could get past me after I once
Dundee .............. 17.8
fiuementwill make him insane. He repels with 1 Him: bun* ............ Glasgow .............. 3X0 got myself into position ?”
scorn tho idea that ho is now insane, or that Brussela?....'. '.'.!! ! !*n
“No, I guess not,” said a bystander, i
ho was insane when he conceivedor
• • • • • • • •• •
glancing thoughtfullyat Spriggina’ grap- !
tbe crim.. Ho iu.I.I.rtrooglv tb»t bo b> on* J}'0 d'all"te in ciUm of the Cmt*d 8UlM
pling irons, “unlesn it went around ;
sane, but he says that ho feels “ tho nimbus . as ronoW8 •
of insanity playing around his brain."
York...... ......
..... ••'“iS’l
through the next county.”
then goes on to recue some facts that indicate 1 ?*vkl-vu ............. 87.3|h>dliti*l>olR
......... 37.1
session of District Attorney Corkhill, in

Hh

father

t^.e

^

Wheat-No.2 Red ................1 21
C BN — Mixed ...................... 65
Oath-No. ....... ..............37
Rye .............. ..............83

^

2

.

0

1 23
56
39

($
(4
<4

84

i,oi:K-MeVp!.'.7..77.7.777.".!!!!!!i8
25 qisso
Lash
Lxuu ..............
.............. ...............11*14
nu,‘i life
lh

CINCINNATI.

1 21 9 1 26
Cobh ....................
56 (4 57
Oats ......................
87 (4 »8
Rye ................................93
94
Pobk-Mcm ........................
18 00 (418 25
Labd ..............................11 (4

wheat ..............

(4

TOLEDO.
City and Country.

The city population of England, according to the last census,’ is vigorously
increasing,while troF rural, which, according to tbe^ census of 1871, was
proved to be staenant,is actually, in
some parts of tho West at least, growing
less. It does not prove that England is
becoming less aide to feed itself because
tbe agriculturalelement of the population is diminishing. The soil can be
worked with /do®oh fewer hands now
than of old/fcid the farms will send
more food to the cities when less is consumed at home. The converse of the

Wheat— No.

White ...............
1 31 (4 1 23
No. Red .................1 21 (4 1 22
Corn ..............................64
65
Oats ..............
84
35
1
3

0
0

DETROIT.

Flodb— Choice ....................
* 85 0 7 25

Wheat-No. 1

White ..............1

30 0

0
0

1 21
53
48
30
60

0

1 19‘

Cohn— No. 1 ....................... 61
Oats— Mixed. .., .................42
Barley (per cental) ................
1 50 (4 2
Pobk— Mere ........................ 19 25 019

INDIANAPOLIS.
Bed .................
117
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 61
Oats ...............................33

Wheat-No. 3

EAST LIBERTY, PA.
CATTUt-Beet....;
............. ....8 10
Fair

......................
6 00

0 B
0 3406
0

»

6 00

Ootmnon ................. 4 60 0 1 73
Hoos ......................
6 16.
Sh
... ..............
............8 09

0
0

7 10
4

60

!1

m

t

|ollatftl
HOLLAND

would be equally acceptable to the
people of the State, and we think to the
Precious metal has been found near bar of the nation.”
Ishpemingin paying quantities.
A new postofticehas been established A touching little episode is reported
by the Detroit Frt c Press: Last week n
at Friend, Grand Traverse county.
little daughter of (ieo. A. Johnson died
Fanning k Gcodrich, Ionia clothing and was buried in Woodmere Cemetery.
merchants, have made an assignment.
On Tuesday lust some friends of the
A soldiers’ reunion will be held at child visited the cemetery for the pur-

Germans, 47 English, 41 Irish, 9 Scotch,
9 West Indian, 7 Austrian,7 Russian, 5

Canadian,

5 Bohemian, 5

Italians, 5

French, 4 Danish, 3 Swiss, 3 Spanish, 2

MICHIGAN.

CITY.

MICHIGAN NEWS.

844 took native husbands, 204 married

:

Belgian, 2 Hollandiah, 2 Norwegian, 2

AWestYiroinu man has

Swedish,
patented

to inclose a stamp for reply.

Five American expeditionsare
ing for the North

2 unknown, and

1 each of

Welsh, Portuguese, Turkish and Aus-

Grayling, Crawford county, Sept. 6 pose of decorating her grave. Among
and 7.
the visitorswas one who had beeto the
intimate companionand playmate of the
The
drill
in
the
Cheboygan
salt
wel
In every national exodus men move
hunt- more rapidly than women, The result i is 'vorryi,1g through a layer of lime- dead child during her lifetime. When
the older ones of the party reached the

pocket attachment

a |>ostal card with a

bell

tralian.

PERRY DAVIS’

Pam-Elkt
A SAFE AND SURF

REMEDY FOR

{

j

Rheumatism,

stone.

pole. Unless the

pole of forty years of emigration has been to
The Indians of the northern portion gate on their way out ut the cemetery
caught. leaven great excess of women over men of the State are reaping wealth from the they missed little Mattie. A search was
made for her and she was found kneelin Ireland. The census returns of the immense huckleberry crop,
The late Judge Clifford’slaw library, present year show that this is the com-1 James Hannon, a railroad employy ing on her dead playmate'sgrave, singing softly, “Sait in the Arms of Jesus.”
which was left to his three sons, is re- mon effect without regard to religious
City waa instantly killed be
She was not disturbed until she had
..
falling across the track and bemiz struck
ported to be the finest in the country.
denomination or geographical distribu- 1
caboose.
finished the hymn, and then was tenIt is insured for $20, 000.
tiou. With the Roman Catholics the j It if} cluime(1 by the Bird Wind-mill derly led away from the grave.

is

exceedinglycautious

. .

The wheat crop east of

Cascade

mountains, Ore., will bo nearly 100,000

tons. The surplus for export will be
from 30

Neuralgia,

it will he

___

to 40 per cent, greater

than

proportionis 1,936,058 males to

!^

2,015,-

j

Company, of Kalamazoo, that

it

275,608 to 302,885 ; with the Pres-

is

j

11,0

.

byteriansit is 234,951 to 250,552; and !

last

United States,
Saginaw

^eraW

says that

Cholera,
Diarrhoea,

makes

833 females ; with the Episcopal church one-third <>f ftll the wind-millsused in
it

Cramps,

Dysentery.
A Queen In Her

Own

Right.

What is pride ? Pride is the possesduring sion which cdnstantlvurges us to rise
above our fellow beings. Pride is the

Sprains

with the Methodists 22,792 to 24,877.
chief cause of the rise aud fall of thrones,
Beside a few of other denominations j 000,000 gallons of water,
of feuds among families and friends, of
Mr. James G. Fair heads the person- and some who refused to give thei reHeavy fires have been burning ni wars, of duels, of discords which we
al assessment roll in San Francisco with ligious belief,there are now in Ireland Midland and other counties. There
would never witness were it hot for the
$42,200,000.Mr. J. C. Flood is assessed 3,951,888 Roman Catholics and 1,168,842 has been no rain of consequence in that odious sentiment, pride. Pride of wealth
section and the country is full of fire and fame, of beauty and accomplishat $36,500,000for himself and $20,500,Protestants. The Catholics are, there-

year’s.

__

S

and smoke.

W. Mackey. Mr. fore, rather more than three to one over
A mtro- glycerine explosion occurred
assessed at $20,000,- the Protestants. Previous to the great
at the Cleveland mine, in Ishpeming. The machinery was badly damfamine of 1847 they were six to one.

000 as trustee for J.
Charles Crocker

is

000.

A remarkable structure
completed

in

New York,

aged,
is just

about

to be called the

The exports of

and two men were

instantly

killed.

the United States were

Not a single case at law lias been
started in the Circuit Court of Oakland
$841,500,388in 1880, while for the year 01,11
"l iae ^‘r; uu
U1 w,UUttai1
anvioin i county for a month, and only two uppli$300,000,and was erected by means of a
ended June, 1881, they were $90^,31 J,- ( cations fur divorce. The Oakland bar
subscription, no one person giving more
000 — by far the largest yet recorded, has forty-four lawyers.
than 25 cents, and therefore represents
The imports of last year, on the other An electric light company has been
the contributionsoi 1,200.000 people.
hand, had been twice exceeded— in 1873 , organized at Bay City, and work has
begun on th building in which will be
Louis Leblanc, a convict in the peni- and 1880. Their value is estimated to
located the machinery for generating
tentiary near Montreal, spent fourteen be $642,593,000. While there has been electricity.
days in cutting a hole through a three- a gain of some $60,000,000in exports,
William Cooley, of Hudson, Len-

“Homo

for Homeless Boys.” It cost

’ *

valued at $715,895,825 in 1879, and at

^

^

ments, of ancestry, all these are different kinds of false pride.
Pride of wealth heads the list. What
is not done to obtain riches ? Even in
this enlightened era, many would sell
their souls to the legendary fiend of
medieval times, if possible, to obtain
more wealth than their neighbors.
Fame comes next. What horrors are
not passed through in order to become
cotoriohs, in order to leave to posterity
a name covered with glory ; to attain the
eminent bights of power aud domineer
over nations ?

.

AND
Bruises,

Burns

AND
Scalds,

Toothachi

AND
Headachk
FOB HALE BY ALL DRPGGI8TO.

(osn&tfe

Then comes pride of beauty, whioh,
though seeming less powerful, is stronger
vet than all other kinds of pride combined. A beautiful woman’s aim in life
feet wall into an empty cell, using a bit the falling off in imports has been so awee county, tired two shots at his consists in hightening her style of
of iron from his bed. He then descend- decided that the volume of trade both father for assaulting his sister. Both beauty, in becoming the belle of society
and airing her accomplishments. All her
ed to the ground floor and jumped wavs is some $.-,0,000,008less than last I “en J™ j>r™te<lbut theson was rethrough
scaled

a

a

window to

the yard, where he

twenty-five-feetwall with a

Mr. Edward Richardson, of New
bo probably the

Orleans, is said to

wealthiestcotton-planterin the world.

000. Mr.

are

estimatedat $8,000,-

E. J. Gay, a planter and own-

er of a sugar

refinery’, is

another rich

from

$3,000,000 to

Louisianian ; he has

$4,000,000. These are the two wealthiest

men

in

New

Orleans.

A Phnnsylvaniarailroad gave an excursion into Delaware, and some of the
excursionists helped themselves to a
farmer’s fruit.

He

balance and

of trade has turned in our favor.

We

didn’t rush out with

batterv>

| LooK

oal {or $10

1]ote8

o[

t|ie First

better feelings are sacrificedto pride.
Last, but not least, comes the foolish
pride of ancestry,a doting hobby of

NationalBank of Detroit.The Cashier’s narrow-mindedpeople who prefer the
man with a pedigree to an honest one.
signature is forged on sheets stolen from
Are not all honest men equal ? Thrice
bought from them, and the balance has | the bank, and 208 of the $10 notes will
i not be redeemed, numbered 509,210 to blessed bo America, my native laod.
come to nslm gold or bonds. England,
tr(,Mnry number8i ond 4,933 where the finger of scorn is not pointea
France and Germany are the only
4,984, bank numbers, all inclusive, at a man not descending in direst line
from barons of the feudal times.
tions which now report a larger foreign ! Each sheet contained four notes, with
My dissertation against sinful pride
commerce then the United States, and i the above numbers, and letters A, B,
does sot imply that we should be entirely
C, D.
the margin between the two centinental
devoid of honest pride. Wo must, on
A dance was held in the Polish settle- the contrary, be very proud of an unnations and this country is so slight
meut of Bay City, and the participants sullied name, of a pure career, of a life
that it may easily be wiped out.
became diunk and noisy. The Polish of goodness and of all honorable actpriest, Father Schlassen, went to the
ions and virtues.
The British census shows that the in- house about midnight, and, reminding
A Kentucky girl, most beautiful and
the party that the Sabbath was about accomplished,the reigning belle of the
crease in the populationof the kingdom
dawning, asked them to repair to their
has been unexpectedly great. The per- homes. Some of the party threw the fashionablecircles of New York, New
Orleans and Washington, while visiting
centage of increase has been rising in priest out into the street, where he was
Romo, was presented to the Pope.
recent decades. The rate of growth de- kicked and pounded for some time.
“Kneel, my daughter,” said he, as she
have sold to foreign nations $259,000,000 more of merchandise than we have

scantling torn from a shed.

His possessions

year s total. To this extent the

°

,

, , v

-r,

1

1

i

na

^

Sitters
malaria

an

la

Uaaeen, Vaporona

Polaon.

which HoaUtter'aStomach Blttnra la not onjr a thorough
remady, hut a roll.,bit prercnUro. To thla fact thora U
an oTerwb-lmlng array of toallmony,extending otar •
pt-rlodof thirty yoara. All iliaordara of tha llvar, atoan
ach and bowel*an alao conquered by the Bitten.
|W For aale by all DrugglaU and Dealer*generally.

a shot-gun or rush tor a constable, but

Farmers in the vicinityof Birming- stood erect in her imperial grace before
clined continuallyfrom the beginning
brought suit against the railroad com- of the century until the decade ending ham, Oakland county, are complaining him; “all kneel to me except the
pany which brought the marauders to in 1851, when it was only 2J per ce»t. of a w'orm which is playing havoc with daughters of sovereigns.”
their corn crop. It enters the husk at
“I am a princess in my own right,
his place, and, strange as it may seem, Since then it has been slowly increasing,
the silk end, and takes a circular course your Holiness,”she replied.
he got judgment for the amount of Iols and the rate for the last decade was 10 j around the ear to the base, eating the
“ How can that be, when you are an
incurred.

cent. The rate in the United States
is nearly 30 per cent. Nearly all the
The experiment of running a locomoincrease in the United Kingdom is to be
tive without brakes has jnst been sucattributed to England and Wales. The
cessfully tried by the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company. gain in Scotland almost exactly balances
The locomotive is of ordinary pattern, the loss in Ireland. The increase in the
former was 374,352, while the decrease
but has an extra pipe leading from the
in the latter was 252,538. In England
boiler to the steam chest, by which
per

power can be applied against the piston,
checking the engine, and enabling the

engine to reverse without “hauling
over.”

A

horde of

sacrilegious youths

amused themselves by engaging in

a

match game of base-ball in a Philadel-

HICAGO Pins

kernel as it goes, and making a nasty American born ?”
mess of it. Grave fears ore entertained
“In my country the people ore sovlest it should turn out a worse plague ereigns, aud I am a daughter of the
than the celebrated Colorado beetle. people.”
The worm measures from three- fourths
The Pope smiled a gracious assent,
of an inch to two inches in length, and saying: “Then receive an old man’s
is so near the color of the grain upon blessing."
which it preys that a casual observer
would not observe it.
Browning’s Incoherencies.

honw

or

Aprc*

bImiu power:

roflhftflxml
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I

the only
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The Michigan State
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To those who think that Browning's
Association of
Southern Prisons met in mannerism is altogetheran affectation,
in the towns, manufacturingdistricts conventionat the Court House in Kala- and the result of mature deliberation, I
mazoo, and formed a permanent organ- may observe that it is his natural manand cities, while it lias decreased in the
ization. It is the purpose of the organ- ner, for his very earliest poetical atrural regions. It is a noteworthyfact
ization to draw into its ranks all soldiers tempts are written in precisely the same
that Great Britain is gaining relatively of the State who can show satisfactory style which now so annoyB aud puzzles
upon France. Early in the century the evidence of having passed a portion of his admirers. Compression aud condensation of language was the habit of
populationsof the two countries stood their service in the late Rebellionwithin
the walls of rebel prisons, and consider- his mind from youth. He has often
in the ratio of 10 to 15 ; they are now iu
able interestis shown in the organization boasted to me that if I could find a suthe density of population has increased Survivors of

are

lb*

in «A.

BLACK HAWK

worfl

I

phia graveyard,and, without any regard the proportionof 35 to 37.

throughoutthe State. The movement perfluous word in any of his composiis one of importance, and will be the tions, even the very longest, he would
means
of perpetuating the history of never write another poem. His peculInsurance law seems to have as many
the dead, the players did not hesitate to
iarity occasioned much fun among his
those times to all future generations.
utilize the toppling and ape- worn tomb- vagaries as “ Crowner’s ’quest law. Two
litorarv contemporaries ; Horne said it
A Sanilac farmer named Monahan was like reading Euclid, while Charles
stones for bases, and one grave served as recent decisions arc of interest to those
came to his deatli in a singular manner. Mfttkay declared it to be the wrong side
a brace for the pitcher’s right foot. The who leave their houses unoccupied durHe returned to his honie from Lexingcatcher stood in a half-sunken grave to ing the summer vacation. In the first ton in an intoxicatedcondition, and, of the tapestryof verso; but I think
that Jerrold’s joke was the best.
play his part of the game, and the field- case the insured had a policy which pro- going to the field where his son and a
He stated that, having retired to the
men seemed to take an especial delight tected his summer residence unless it nephew were cutting grain, began abus- seaside to recruit,after a severe illness,
ing the nephew for not keeping up with his physician ordered him to abstain enin seeking positions on graves and tomb- should “ become vacant or unoccupied.”
the son iu the work. The boy ran off,
He was in the habit of residing in it with and the son interfered, when the old tirely from reading. While his wife was
stones.
out one day, a parcel of books arrived
his family from May to November, but man grabbed him, and in the squabble
from London ; among them was BrownThe postal card came into use in this
in the winter it was loft to the care of fell on the cradle, cutting himself ing’s Bordello,just published. Jerrold
country very rapidly. The issue of
through the thigh. Ho was carried to sat down with the volume in his hand,
his farmer, who lived near by. He himthe house, whore he died in about two resolved to have a mental treat ; he read
cards was authorizedby an act of Conself visited it, also, about once a forthours.
a page, paused, and looked puzzled ; he
gress in 1872, and the proposals for
night, to see that it was all right. A
The Adrian Times says that when the read it again, with the same result ; he
furnishing 'them were published in the
vear ago it was burned, and the New
line of the Michigan Southern railroad then closed the book, exclaiming :
following January. The estimatednumYork Court of Appeals sustainedthe in- was being surveyed, about forty yearn “Great Heaven ! I have lost my intelber requiredfor the first twelve months
surance company in its refusal to pay ago, three young and active New Workers lect during this illness ; here have I read
a thing twice and don’t understand a
was 100,000,000,but 11,000,000more
the loss because the house w’os “ unoc- came to Adrian as surveyors for that
corporation. They were Henry Hart, word of it ” His wife returnedat that
were actually used. The following table
cupied.” In-order that a house should Henry Waldron and Elbridge G. Lap- minute, he thrust the volume into her
shows the number of cards issued by
be occupied,the court said, there must ham. The two former remained in hand crying, “ Bead thia, my dear— read
the department each year since their
be human beings in it using it as their Michigan, Mr. Hart becoming President thia!”
Mrs. Jerrold complied, aud then, with
adoption :
customary place of aliode. The other of the State Insurance Company and
For tbo year ending June 30, 1973, (two
Mr. Waldron a Representativein Con- all a woman's quickness, exclaimed:
months only) .....................
81,094,000 case was upon another policy on the
gress for ten years. Both these gentle- “ It’s all gibberish— that man’s mad.”
For the year ending June 30, 1874 ....... 91,079,000
“Thank God,” ejaculated Jerrold.
same
property.
But,
in
this
case,
the
For the ye«r ending June 30, 1875 ........ 107,010,(MM)
men are now dead. Mr. Lapham (who
For the year ending June 30, 1870 ........ If 0.000,000
“then
I am not an idiot.”
is
a
cousin
to
Alderman
Horace
Lapham
policy provided that the company should
For the year ending June 30, 1077 ........ 170,iM)0,0(xi
Charles Dickens solemnly asserted
For the ye<r ending June 30, 1H78 ........
030,000 not be liable if the house “ became va- of this city) returned to the Empire
that, for an entire week after reading
For trie >e*r ending June 30, 1879 ........ 211,707,000
State, and now holds one of the highest
For the year ending June 30, 1880 ........ 269,754.000 cant or unoccupied.”The court held
“Bordello,” “he felt like the fag end of
positions
in
her
gift
For the year ending June 30, 1881 ........ 308,910,1w
a mob.”
the company liable on the ground that,
The Saginaw Herald thinks that, as
Leigh Hunt, with his humorous exagDuring the first quarter of the year while the house was unoccupied, it was Judge Cooley’s name has been once
rationa, when asked by a friend how
not 11 vacant” as long as the furniture pushed for a position on the Supreme
1881, 2,228 marriages occurred in New
e liked “ Bordello," replied : “I don’t
York city. Of the 2,228 men only 1,003 and cooking utensils were in it. The bench, it would now be no more than know, my dear boy ; von may as well
fair to present the name of Judge Camp- ask me what I think of London in a fog.
were natives, leaving 1,225, or 55 per moral evidently is, read your policies
bell for tUe seat made vacant by the I dare say it’s a very fine city, but I can’t
cent, of foreign birth. Of the 2,228 through carefully.
death of Justice Clifford.That journal, •ee a bit of it.”

for the saerednessof the resting-place of

_

1

In the market Jixritur a« «/ <A* m«r<i» and non. •/
(A. iiftcu of vibrator*, Atdtaior*. Oaolllator*. «to.,
now In na*.
and tnor* AiroM*, iu
motion la reciprocal, oonaequently will not ahaka

Ufldtr

to piocea. Thoroughly luUi. BaaU them ajTp
F.ai and other kind, of frala. It la tlmplldty
itself. Turn* In ita own length.

H. A. PIUS’
7

and 9

•.

SONS MFD. CO.

Jeffereon St.

CHIOAQO.ILU

laid Beat Medicine ever lade.

igaal

+1

onWim*

.11

•mniploTnienUeaoaa Imgularl'

LpKtt^'EauSX-^wWiout Intoaloatlng.
_
No matter whatyoorfeVttnee•» ernrtooa
what tha diaaaaa or
Ktr
ten. Don’t wait until you •V* ** bat If 70a
only fool bad or
«*»•
It may aaro yoar llfo.It ha*!* • v 0 d hundred*.

aU\»en*

are

miaarabte,!"*

•offer, bo

t

aaa and

arge

Nop B

Remember, Bop Bitten la noVyfle, dragged
drunken noatram,bat the Puraat^k* ft d Beat
Medicineerer mad# 1 the “I*T|
and ion* and no peraon or famQg'
•hould be without them.

‘JOt),

in urging Judge Campbell’sclaims, says:
But perhaps Mrs. Marston, the dramBoston brewer says that men ii a “ He has not written so many books, but atist’s wife, poshed sarcasm to its ultima
brewery never get drunk, although they that is in his favor, and he is no leas an thule, when she said she “did not think
wives, so only 37 per cent of the 2,228
drink often, and gives as a reason that able and conscientious lawyer and jurist, it at all hard to understand— indeed, it
couples were natives on both sides. Of they stick to one kind of beer and do not We have no hope that Jt will come to 1 vaA altogether too plain to please her."
the native-born brides— 1,218 in all— mu thfir drfok*!
Michigan, bnt if it should Judge Gamp- 1 — Ihonuu PowelL

females,1,218, or 54 per cent, were na-

tives. Of native males 844 took native

A

Cyclopedia War.

Mod

r

Fine smoking and chewing tobaccos

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

on hand at tho novelty store of
24-tf

Saiurday, August

$cur

SOVEBNKBNT

DI3TBIBUTI0N OP 0U3
BONDS.

Tho report of the Special Census Agent,

and

by whom our government bonds are held.

Of

amount of registered bonds,
$1,173,000,000,all are held in this
the total

Holland

of

Against shipping in four basket crates, other
than the inferiorones rasde brihem and upon
which THEY CLAIM TO HOLS A PATENT, thia is to
GIVE NOTICE that we will

Wanted.

interest-

showing where and

figures,

Phosphate and

Itdi’rrtiscnmits.

Peach Shippers

Mr. Robert P. Porter, gives some
ing fads

DANGREMOND.

E. S.

1881.

13.

BARLEY.

PROTECT and INSURE

The Hlghett Cash price paid for

every wav, against loss, trouble or damage
any who buy or use our
in

all

trail) Drills

or

Inquire of

ANTON

country except $27,894,000credited to
Holland, Mich. Angut

foreign holders. More than half of the

“1881 Four Basket Crate,”

SKIP.
27 -3w

1881.

IS,

at the

the best shipping package ever introduced.

Hardware Store

of

whole, or, to be more exact, $644,990,000,
are registeredbonds of four, four and onehalf

and

J.

five per cent in the hands of

Wool Pickagtuii Basket

Van Landegend

2ft-2w

Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumber
and i*tcam filler;doe» ailkindnof »heut metal
corporations, not including national banks work lo order, or rrpairing.Alan driven Wells
down, and old pntnps repaired.Stoves re
and foreign holders. These individuals pat
pnfrtd slid put up, eic ,eic. Inquireat the Hardand corporations are mostly large holders, warestoreofJtK. Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 35-tf

Co,

Muskegon, Mich.

seventy-threethousand individualsand

Planing Mill

about two-thirds of the whole amount, or

amounts of

PER DAY,

$25 TO $50

over fifty thou-

Can

sand dollars and only about twenty millions in

easily be made by using the

Celebrated

amounts of one thousand dollars

and under, including seven millionsin
sums less than five hundred dollars. Of
the seventy-three thousand holders two

percent

jj

WB HAVK

In any Part of the Country.

ID

chusetts is credited with twenty-three and

New

York twenty per cent

Coming

to the

amount we

by

percent

in

individu-

New*Englundthan

3

and will bore

fuel is that ninety million dollars have

The

A Lecture to Young Men

MANHOOD

any

to

people, however,

more extensively creditors of the
governmentthan appears from the above
figures, owing to the Tact that their earn

They will bore

ings deposited in savings banks are largely

of Earth, Soft Sand and Lime-

invested in United States bonds.

stone,

are far

known

lo the

It cures coughs, colds,

of

all bodily ailments, arising

from

WORM.

7

dorsed by some of the highest

im-

purity of blood, a torpid liver, Irregularity
of the bowels, indigestion, constipation,

State Officials.We contract

warranted in a for

Burdock Blood Bitters.Price

prospecting

for Coal,

and

Silver, Coal Oil

all

kinds

of Minerals.
In Gcoi Spirits.
T. Walker, Cleveland, O., writes; “For

&c.

We also fur-

with lumbago and general debility. 1

nish Engines, Boilers Wind

commenced taking Burdock Blood

Hydraulic

Bitters

have great

Mills,

Rams, Horse Powers,

Brick Machines, Mining Tools, Port-

I have recovered
my appetite,my complexionhas grown able Forges Rock
ruddy, and leel better altogether.”Price ery of all kinds.
pleasure in stating that

and Machin-

Drills

Good actiue Agents wanted

$1.00, trial size 10 cents.

in

every Country in the World. Address
In Ayer’s*

remedy

Ague Cure we have

a positive

for fever and ague and all malarial

disorders,

WESTERN

and one entirely free Irom

of the

chemicaland medicinaltriumph

age.

SAINT LOUIS,

the Township

-

E

By order of the Township Board of the
Isaac Marsiuk, Township Clerk.

this.

21-1

j

make

'

Jost receivedat the store of G. Van
a large stock of

new goods,

consisting of all kinds of ginghams, table
liuead, groceries, brushes
4criptioo, notions, etc.,

The CulverwellMedical Co.,
New York, N.Y.; Post Office box. 4*86.
8-1 r

of every

etc.

Call in nud »ee our
Dress

de-
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beautifulline of

Gtnds.

All shades all

grtAe?, all prices, at

25-lf

D.

BERT8CR.

is the time to purchase your
We are bound lo clear them out
ke

room

days only, a Grand Offer of

r^ictnos ctrid Organs.

JUBILEE ORGANS
r _

MUSIC

*

IN

o

111.

TO NERVOUS^ SUFFERERS,
me

Wd

Th s Plano will be sent on test trial. Plea-e send reference If you do not send money with order
Cash seat wl h order will be refunded and freight charge* paid by us both ways if Piano is not Just as
represented in this Advertisement.Thousands in use. Send for Catalogue. Every instrument fully
Warranted
warranted tor
for five
nve years.
ye
1160 to MOO (with Stool,Cover and Book). All strictlyrinsx-ci.ASsand sold
at « ho esale Factory prices.These Pianos made one of the finest displays at the
CentennialExhibition, and were unanimously rcci mmctidcd lor the ’Highest
_ c ____ _ _ Honors. The squares contain onr New Patent Scale, the greatestimprovement In
the history of Piano making. The new patent scale Uptightsare the Finest in America.Positively
we make the finest Upright Pianos, of the richest tone and greatest durability. They ate recommended by the highest musical authoritiesin the country. Over lt.000 in use. and not one dissatisfied purchaser. Ah Pianos and Organs sent on 15 days’ test \m\-frtiQhtfrtt if uomiUuirtory.
Don t fairto write ns before buying. Positively we offer the best .jargalns. Piano Catalogue mailed
free. Handsome Illustrahd and Descriptive Piano Catalogueof TO pages mailed for 6c. stump. Every
Phno folly
fully warrantedfor 5 years.
Our New Style Jnbi'ee Organ in Japanese Case, called
the ** ORIENTAL,” Style 99. is the handsomest,tastiest
and sweetest toned Parlor Organ ever offetedthe musical
, _
_ qjubllc.It containsFIVE OCTAVES. FIVE sets of
Reeds, viz.: M< India,.Celeste,
Celeste, Lrlapson.
Sub-hi
Dlapson. Fnb-huss
and CYleMlna. Also Fifteen BtautifulStone, as follows, viz.: Melodia, Celeste, (a charming stop.) Dinpson, Fnb-bass, Echo. Dulcet. Melodla Forte
Celeste-Forte, Expression. Treble-Couple. Celestlna. Has. Coupler. Grand Organ, (which throws on the
entire power of the Inurnment.)Right Knee Stop and swell. Leit Knee Stop and bwell. Height, 70 In.;
Length. 47 in.; W Idth, 24 in.; Weight, boxed, 380 lbs. The case is of solid wn.nnt, veneered with
choice woods, and Is of an entirely new and beautiful design, elaboratelycarved, with pane)*,music
closet,limp stands, fretwork. Ac., all elegantly finished.Possessesnil tho latest and best Improvements, with great power, depth, brllllaneyand sympatheticquality of tone. Beautiful solo effects and
perfect Mop action. Hegu ar retail price $275. Our vtufaale net coth price to have It introduced,
with stool and book, only $F7-as one organ sold sells others.Positively no deviation in
Price. No payment required until von have fully tested the organ In your owii home. We send all
Organs on Vtday* teet trial and pay freightboth ways If instrumentIs not as represented.Positively,
onr Organs contain no •• Bogus ' sets of Reeds, or “ Dummy ” stops,as do many others. We make no
misrepresenUtlms.and guarantee honest end fair dealing, or no sale. Fully uartai.ted tor 5 years.
other styles $W. $5», $57. $6\ $70. $75. $85, etc. Over 34,000 gold, and every Organ has
given the fnlleat satisfaction. Crgan Catalogue mailedfree.
Factory
rooms.
aotory and Ware room
a, 57th St. and 10 Ave.
at one-third price. Catalogue of 3.01)0 choice pieces sent for 3c. stamp. This
SHEET
CatalogueIncludes most of the popular music of the day and every variety of
musical composition.
by the beat authors. Address,

7\TT?T5 TTTfln? They act like a cli inn on the
V 1 IN id Urinary Organs, Kidne..saud
tjjt y
Liver, rertoiinglost vigor,
and curing nervousdebility,
$1 rp - box, or 6 for $’»; sent sealed by mull. Ladi s’ Robber Fountain Syringe. %i. by ma:l, sealed ;
A 0 nil kinds Rubber woods lor Ladies and Gentle- SI,
men, u book on Lot-t Manhood Regained, cause
and care, lUc. to pay postage. Dr. JAMES, 204
Washington Street Chl-ago
4i-i»

Great Eoropean Remedt-Dr.

J.

Simpson's

B.

MENDELSSOHN PIANO

New York

CO.t P. O. Box 2058,

City.
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000

FORFEIT!! QTARTLINC
DISCOVERY!

Immix CancerCure Depot,

O

Coatl-

cook. P. q. Canada.

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

Ranger cureR
without the use of the Knife.

The only permanent Cure In the world. For particulars enclose iwo 3 cent stamps to
It is a poaitivecore for Spormatorrh®a,Seminal
S. C. SMITH, Coatlcook.P.Q.,Canada.
Weakness. Impotency,and all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety. Losa ol MemCures Swift and Certain. -Jel
ory. Pattis in
(Any paper can publish this far $6 per year, with
Back or Side
this note and paper sent regularly.) 1-ly
and diseases

A victim of youthful imprudencecausing Premature Decay, Nerrona Debility,Loat Manhood, etc.,
having t:Rd in vain every known remedy,has discover! d a rimple seif cure, which be will send FREE
to hla fellow-sufferers, address J. H.
43 Chatham ht., K.

BEEVES.

Y«

i-iy
10,000

BUSHELS BUCKEYES, of wMrh I

WlllTFn
J make Buckeye
iifln CU'
I

curs

I

Olutment.V.'arrr:trUtO
J.N. Tiblir.hU I.:uU.

Pile

iln. Aiitlreii with lUiup, Ur.

that lead to

Consumpt'n
Inean ty and

an

early
grave. The
SpeciflcMedi
cine is being

used with ___ __
wonderfulsuccessT
Pampheltssent free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific, ft per package, or six packages
for $5. Addressall orders to
J. B. SIMPsuN MEDICINE CO..
Buffalo.

Mkeno*.

N.Y.

ftl-ly.

Mortgage Sale.
T'kEFAULT having been made In the conditions
1 / of u mortgage executed by Dirk Kuiper and
Adriana Kuiper. iris wife, to Mnry Metz, (luted
September twenty-fourth. 1877. and recorded in
the Register’soffice of Ottawa county, cn October
ninth. 18*7, in Liber 8. of mortgages, pag-- 89 •; on
which mortgagethere is claimed due, at this date,
one hundred clxty four dollars and sixty cents,
andnosnitor proceedinghaving been instituted
at law to recover the debt secured by said mortgage. or any part thereof; Notice Is. therefore,
her. by given, that said mortgage will he foreclosed
by sale at public vendue, of the mortgaged premises, to-wit: the east half of lot numbered three,
in block filly five, city of Holland. Ottawa omety.
Michigan, at the front door of ihe Ottawa County

CURES RILES AND BURNS.
CURES PILES AND BURNS.
CURES PILES AND BURNS.

Court House in the City of Grand Haven, on
third, 1881, ul one o’clock, niternoon, 10 pnv 1 he sum due on said mortgage,with

To the harbor of

BLACK LAKE.

rxxises.

interestand costs.
Dated, July tilth, 1881,

MARY METZ,

J.

C. Post,

OTHER/ EARS
EXCURSIONS

Mortquc.ee,

Attorney.

2J-13w

^MILLION!

Too Ckoo'j Eiltan of Shirk's

Oil

Searing,and ii ‘.he only Ab:claie
Cn:e farSeafsetiX:ova.

Fssltlvsly Bittorei the

SPECIALLY CONTRACTED FOR.

PRICE 50

cents and $1.00.

Go to D. R MSBNGS for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyes
color they are unequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.

For brightnessand durability

Sold b all Druggists.

1881. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1881.

prietor

CAPT.

P.

PFANSTIEHL.

WHITE SHARK, caught in the Yeflow Sen.
known us CarcharodonHon<ltlelH. Every Chinese
fisherman knows it. Its virtnea as a restorativeof
hearing were discoveredby a Buddhist Priest
about the year lilU. its cures were so numerous
and many bo seemingly miraculous, that

for new goods, at
D. BE

RTSCH.

a
<

small

tne remedy wan ofilciallvproclaimed over tho en
tiro Empire. Its uso became so universal th.it for
over 390 ;eari no Deafaeiebai existed among the Chiaese
people, sent, charge# prepaid, to any address at $1
Or Otto Breyman. Express Agent; or Williams
per bottle.
Bros,, City Hotel, Holland.
£0 3m

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Holland, Mich.

Mich.

Only Imported by

Summer

for the next 60

TWO TRIPS DAILY October

For rotes or accommodationsaddress the pro-

Putten & Sons,

Will make,

CO.,

This Oil le extracted from a peculiar species of

Township of Holland.

f

Will

St.

MISSOURI.

Fanny Shriver

section line between the N W U of section 27 and the N E 3^ of section 28, and
the b
of section 21 and the 8 W U of
section2a, town 5 north, of range 15 west,
will he submitted to the electors of said
township fur their approval, or rejection.

•M

-

of Holland,

Notice.

Ann

ALSO A SURE CURE FOR TAPE

Address

Sold in Holland by D. R.

STEAMER

NOTICE is hereby given that a special
meeting of the Electors of the township
of Holland will be held at the townhouse
of said township on the 20th day of
August, A. D. 1881, from 2 o’clock to 8
o’clock p. m. and that at said meeting, a
proposal to raise by taxation upon the taxable property of said township; for the
year 1881, the sum of $300, for the pur
pose of improving the highway on the

;

StJPPLT DEPOT,

Slate in what paper yon saw

Special Jtutiffs.
Electors of

mm

511 Walnut Street,

quinine, arsenic, or other injurious drugs.
It is the

MENDELSSOHN PIANO

Specific Medicine.

Also for sinking Artesian Wells

tho last twelve months I have suffered and Coal Shafts,

now

11

Gold,

$1.00, trial size 10 cents.

about six weeks ago, and

Sent under seal. In n plain envelope, to any address on receiptof six cents or two postage stamps.

Quick Sand. They WE HAVE

in

Machine extant. They are en-

A Marvelous Cure

is

very best

and acknowledged
as
O
the best and most practical
durable,

or disordered kidneys,

the

cheaply, privatelyand radically.
ffT* This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.

guar-

construction, easily operated,

much, though rheumatics

’Tis best Oil in the world you can find.

free use of

Wells

make

Book,” Ac.
Tne world-renowned author, in thi« admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse
may be effectuallyremoved without dangeronssurgleal operations, bongies,instruments, rines, or
cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at once certain and effectual, by which every snfleror, no matter what his conditionmay be, may cure himself

are light running, simple in

asthma and catarrh,

it cutes.

For

and

it.

Bronchitis and complaintsof that kind;
It does not cost

Bituminous Stone Coal,

anteed to

world,
intend th<U all persons shall know

A Leotn-s on the Nature, Treatment,and Sadlcal Cure
of seminal Weakness,or Spermatorrhsa,induced
by Self-Abuse. Inruluntary Kmlssions. m potency,
Nervous Debility,and Impedimenta lo Marri ige
generally; Consumption,Kpilepsy, and Fit^; Menial and Phvsica! Incapacity, &c.Illy ROBERT J.

CULVER WELL, M. D. amhor of the “Green

glomerate Rock,

At the thymes of EclectricOil “ poet;”

And

kinds

Hard Pan Gravel, Lava,
Builders’ Serpentine and Con-

with dig-

gust

article

all

Slate,

Too F:it.dious.

But we have the best
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PIANOS

I

successfully

and satisfactorilyin

OF

ON THE LOSS

REQUIRED DEPTH!

twenty-nine

Some would-be Byrous look on

LIT

I

fact.

part of the country. Another noteworthy

thousand women.

STEAM

1ND TUB

INCH TO
TO 4 1-2 FEET IN
DIAMETER

in any other

been investedin bonds by

A

JEhlP IK

pre-

in

the South and that there are more small
holders in

PLASMAN.

12th, 1881.

fin1:

in

the Western and two per cent in the
'Southern States. This shows that very
few government bonds have been taken

and are

it,

paired to demonstrate the

England, forty three

the Middle, eight per cent

wheat

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245.
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
They are operated by either
CTYIP Q I 0 Maimlflcant rosewood case elccantly finished,8 strings.7 H Octaves,full p Htenl
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Ol ILL 0 ,I"Z cantante agraffes, our new paten overstrung scale, beautifulcarved legs and lyre.
heavy
sirpe.illw-and larp fancy moulding round ca*c, full Irotf frame, French' Grand" a’cIFod”Grand
Man, Horse or Steam Power, Or anythlngln our line manufactured on short
Hammers. In lact evety improvement which can in any way tend to thf perfection of the Instrument
notice.
and bore very rapid. They
38-tv WERKMAN A VAN ARK. bafs been added.
$245
range in size

find tliirty five

panies, &c., and ten per cent

New

We mean

of the holders.

per cent held by banks, in>urancecomal holders in

Town Holland, Mich., July

Re-Sawing Done.

Western and three

the Southern States. Massa-

in

C. Melis, at Holland, on part of our

on

land, forty-two per cent in the Middle,
in the

Wm.

we have used the Superphos-

F.

Planing, Matching,

percent are persons living in New Engcent

the undersigned hereby testify that

lands, and that we have by experience that the wheat produced on the
In rebuilding our new shop we have purchased lands manured by phosphate is considerablebetter; the straw is heavier,
entirely new
about 2^ inches taller, and that the yield of grain was increased thereby
Machinery of the most ApprovedPatterns,
about 25 per cent.
Our intention is, to use it again next year.
And we are confident we can satisfy all who
want
W. DIEKEMA.

WELL AUGER AND

per cent are corporationsand thirty-six

fifteen per

We

phate, advertised by Mr.

upward of four hundred million dollars,
being held in

"W. C. 3VEELIS.

Solo Agents for

YOUNG MEN

HAYLO'E

America. 7

Dcy

St.,

It

CO.,

New York.

Ita virtues are uuquestionab’e
and its enrattve
character absolute, as the writer can personally
testify, both from experience and observaiion.
Will not only save money hut valuable time In tho
Among the many readera,of the Review in one
future by attending the Grand Rapids Business part and another of ihe country, It is probable that
College, where they will receive a thorough, quick- numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such It
ening. practical education,bend for College may tie said: '* Write at once to Havlock & Co., 7
29-ly
Dei Street,New York, enclosing $1, and you will
receive by return mail a remedy that will enable'
you to hear like anybody else, and whose curative
,
for «t>t Bet .nd Fiitril.
effect* wt!l he permanent. Yon will never regret
• Sellinf Pictorial
Book, and BiMei. Prim
VI reduced
S
p.
rtduMd 83 per cl. NationalPuMlcfc’xC#., Chxaxo.HI.
1 doiug 10.
Fdilor Mercantile He nine. 21-«ra.

Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes
JACKETS, CIRCULARS AND DOLMAF8,

FANS

PARA'OLS

IN

GREAT VARIETY-

Colors. Crape, Cloves, Hosiery,

Germantown Yarn, Wooated. Canvas, Embroidery,

SILK

Journal.
ABENTS WANTED

&

Silk «& Satins lu all desirable

L.

&

S.

A

3ST

3D

HAIR GOODS.

VAN DENTIOEDATSTD
BERGE,

ETC3-3HTTH STREET

s

T

Cuors

lottittflji.

are suffering for

Mrs. Q.

Blackberriesare

out in full force.

Black baas and muskalonge—

market. C*

the

It

is

J.

rain.

Kollcn is improving slightly.

Mr. Wm. H. Deming

a drug in

want of

Maud 8. made a mile at Rochester, on
Thursday, in 2:10j^.

is improving in

Rkv. J. De Spelder, of Macon, Mich.,

health slowiy.

is in
J

Go and

reported that considerable sickness

in the

GREAT SALE OF

Mrs. J. Kruisenga is convalescing.

see little Rosa

Doyle as Zeresb

Queen Esther concert.

At Prices that must insure the entire clearing out of
the whole Line in a very short time.

from the “diamond
field” is: Cblcagos 17; Detroits— one

prevails at Salem, Mich.

The schoonerJoses

town visiting reisttvea.

The

is repaired and left

Cashmeres

BlackSilksi Black

latest news

$1.25.

base.

We offer extra heavy Gros Grain Silk at $1.00 that cannot be matched
water enough at our harbor Chicago again on Tuesday last.
Dr. Thomas G. Huizenga, a graduate for lest than
•
to take in a man-of-war.
of the medical department of the UniverWe
will
sell
American
Silk
at
$1.10,
sold
everywhere
else at $1.35
Rev. H. K. Boer, of Albany,' N. Y., is
sity of Michigan has opened an office in
offer
several
pieces
of
extra
fine
Cashmere
finish
at $1.10, cheap
Mona lake, so highly cracked up, is visiting relativesand friends at Drenthe,
the village of Zeeland.
for
$1.35.
nothing but an inland frog pond.
Mich.
We offer one line at $1.25, worth
We are informed that a gentleman by
Tiiiskb is scarlet fever at Drcnthe,
We
sell a Black Silk at $1.60 that cannot be bought in this city for less
Don’t fail to see Miss Ella Harrington the name ot Fred. Finch, of Grand
Mich., at present. One case proved fatal. as Queen Esther at Lyceum Hall Saturday
an
«
Rapids, has settled in the neighboring
evening.
village
of Zeeland, as tonsorlal artist. We
Caft. E. Bolhuis was presented with a
Thbrr

is

,

We

$1.50.

>

$2.00.
BLACK CASHMERES.

bouncing young

Thursday morn-

sailor on

Miss Sadie Blum and Miss Mattie Hop.
kins, of Kalamazoo,are visiting their

Wrere
of the

going? To the harbor
Bay; and the only echo you can
are you

George Hopkins, in

sister, Mrs.

cannot see why • good barber should not

--

-

be able to do well in such a large village.

The new

this city.

Zeeland,

brick store of Moerdijk,at

Fine all w ool Cashmeres 50c, former price 05c.
Extra fine and heavy 60c, cheap for 75c.
46 inches wide 75c, worth $1.00.
Extra heavy 40-inch 90c, former price $1.25.
1

about fiuished.The building

is

The Misses Annie and Renie Woltman, is 80x°4 and two stories high. It was to
As these prices are special nod will not last long ladies would do well
Miss Mary Geraskie and Miss Mary John- be occupied this week. The fixtureswere an early examlnatiooaud secure a bargain before they tire all sold.
Our enterprising beer bim»w-^-Mr. An- son, of Chicago, are in town visitingwith all made to order to suit the trade of dry

i

ton^Seif—

was reinforcedon Friday

last

by an apprentice who tipped the beam

The schooner Wollin was hauled out
for repairs on Saturday last, and the tug was
Yoik State has been repaired and is
launched again.

--

The

goods and groceries. Mr.

Mrs. Ann Eliza Young, lectured in
Lyceum Hall, on Tuesday evening, to an
apprecinliveaudience. Her appearance

pounds.

)l0

Mrs. Astra.

at

-*•*-

-

propeller Seaverns,of Saugatuck,

brought a large party of Episcopaleans

are informed that actual

-

Grand Rapids, Mieh.

Open every eveningwith 4 Electric Lights, making onr etore tn the evening as light as day. ExOn Saturday,the 20ih day of August, clusive Agency of the celebrated perfect fitting Domestic Paper Fashions.
X3T Any person buying material amounting to $8 or upward, will receive a patternfree of charge.
special election will be held lu the

work has Township of Holland, for the purpose of
way voting money to open a road on a section
one half mile east of the

line, about

city.

harbor. When this road is This road has long been neglected, and
from Saugatuck and Douglas to our harcompleted it will be “the finest in the we hope the people will vote the necessary
bor on Wednesdaylast.
money and give their fellow-men and
land.”
fellow farmers an even chance with them
Last Friday was the hottest day on
An eight-year old son of Mr. Lowe was as far as the facilities of a good wagon
record for this city. The thermometers
run over on Eighth street, on Friday of road are concerned.See official notice in
ranged from 98 to 100 degrees In the shade.
last week. The horse stepped on Ins another column.
Saturdaywas quite cool, and since that
breast and one wheel passed over his
we have had delightful weather.
A class of juvenileswill render the
head. Dr. Van Pullen was called and
beautiful cantata of Queen Esther in
Some of those real (?) smart, great, lofty, has charge of the case. It is only a wonder
Oriental costume, at Lyceum Hall, Saturrich people— who are too small in their to us that some of those “street nrabs’’
day and Monday evenings next. It will
soul to pay a tent for The Holland City are not killed.
be a novel musical treat to see boys and
News— are our severestcritics. We mean
girls Act out ibis difficult musical work.
Messrs. M. T. Ryan, J. C. Holmes,
some of those men who you can wrap in
W. W. Vosburgh and C. Coleman and The handsome custumes, serpentine marcha mouse-skin.
ing, beautiful tableaux and grand solos
their families,left for home (Alleean) on
The oldest inhabitantof the Dutc Thursday last, after having been camped and chorusses, together, will make a most
Colony must be Mrs. Rychel, of Vries at the harbor of our beautifulBay for enjoyable affair, and the people of Holland, Mich. She is now in her 93d year; three weeks. They caught, during their land, who wish to see vocal music cultivais able to attend services on Sundays; stay, twelve large fishes, which aggregated ted in our midst, should come out and sec
mental facultiesall good, and

this noble effort of our children. Admis-

all she

diminishing. /

i!

name— Macatawa Bay, and we

give

n our harbor.

is the only organized

our readers and contemporariesfair notice

when we

that

after, as it is

called on some maps, we

our big Bay, or Macatawa Bay.

shall call It

No

refer to Black Lake here-

river, or lake

or bay has

finer

scene^

or belter fishing.

Picnics and camping parties are
magnificent scenery of our Big

Soldiers,attention1 We have received
bill stating

some points about

is

United Slates,who have never

heard of
of

it

it

before, and the

the better they like

views of our

Bay were

more they see
It. Stereoscopic

recently offered for

aalo in Rochester, N. Y., and were highly

spoken of.

We

are

happy

to

inform our

readers that steps are being taken to have
a fine pleasure resort at the harbor of our

Bay, ready
hot, noia

is

for

next year.

“The

iron

NEURALGIA,
providing It is need according to direction.

Is the only snre core for the destruction of the
Pin Worm, and it also takes the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic is necessary. Price, only 25
cents per bottle. For sale by all Durggists.Be.
ware of counterfeits.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Aug. 10 and

17.

The orator of the day will be Uen. L.

S.

GEO. G. STEKETEE,

and no

little

much

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

IN

THE NEW

credit is due to the

wives. The steamer

DRY GOODS STORE
C.

STEKETEE

on the corner of River

Brycb, Bluecker& Co., got up steam
new machine shop, and will be

Are you ready

? Come

in

wives,

and

we’ll

Capt. Harry Smith, our U. S.

town Tuesday

morning— say, 8 o’clock— and bring your

march up

all together

housekeeper, had

morbus
it

with “the old flag floatingbefore us.”

a

severe attack of cholera

last Saturday, but

is

County.
’or the week ending Aug. 10, 1881.

Bertsch, H. Boone, J. Kuite, 0. Breyman,

H. D. Post, J. C. Post and C. A. Dutton.

[This

list

includes only

such

\)\ bona fide sales; quit claim,

as

seem

to

where the

isiderationis very small is not given.]

embracing all the

latest

as complete as niosslaud best made fanrics.

will rest in liberalhands, and not in
“ penny-wise-poundfoolish.”

tbj

W

Henry Reynolds and wife

to ElisabethB. Orlnley
Coopen-vllle. 8500.
Part of the new planing mill which ik M. Bleher and wife to J. Blebor,
E X N W
Sec 85—5—18.$500.
ander coarse of construction, for Messrs. B-«rtcld Mcvaart and wife to Josia Meyaart. 15 acres
B aide N W K N
Sec. 19-5-18.$500.
Baker
Kolvoord, at Hamilton, Mich.,
Joan Roster and wife to BarteldMeyaart, E X N
tumbled
Ssturday last, and
W X N E X> Hoc. 19-5—18. $800.
Henry D. Post et a! to Jan Bronwer. N X 8 B
caught Mr. John Kolvoord and Mr. U.
A K E X 8 W U. Sec. B-8-15. $1500.
Koning (son of R. Koning, of Overljsel) Pieter Vyn and wffe to Cornelius Dekker, E X lot
18 blk t. Zeeland. $900.
under the Umbers and rafters. As luck Abner M. Cook to Ophelia E. Cook, part 3 E X 8
WX.8ec.M- -8-14. $500.
would have U, Dr. Ymei, of Overljsel, Sybrand
Van der Meer and wife to Roeiof Kruese,
8 R X N W M and N E X 8 W X »nd part N B
was in the villageat the time, and quite
X 8 B X 8 W X- 8ec. 1—5—14. $4,000.
number of outaide people, who all
John McKwen and wife to Jan Sinke, N W X 8
W X. See 5-5-18. $1,700.
to the rescue to lift the debris from
Edward P. Ferry, Exe. to Henry F. Schmidt, 8 B
X N W X N K X* 8ec. 18-8—16.$1.M0.
iortunate vicUmi below.
Kolvoord
Edward P. Ferry, Rxc. to FrederickSchmidt,
was very near dead when rescued, and is
BX.8«*. 98-8-18. $500.
severely injured, but at this hour of writ- Healy O. Akely and wife to Marvin H. Creager,
parts of lots 7, 8 and • blk 8 Akeley Add., Grand
llavcn. $M0.
ing Dr. Yales entertains hopes of his reC. B. Weyman. et al to Frank Cook, S E X N B X<
covery. Mr. Koning wss not injured quite Sec. 89-8— IS $400.
so bad, and will toon recover, ilamillon J. FrederickBears and wife to Peter Johnson, E
SO seres of M X N B X. 8ec. 85-7-14. $800.
seems to be looking up.
mcrcbuDts Edwlo Baxter aud wife 10 Chas. T. Pagelaon, lots
15 and 18. htk 8 C and 8 Add. Grand Haven. $100
are wide awake. Borne fine new peach Mary M. Sheldonet al to Edwin Baxter,lots 15 and
16, blk 8 C and 8 Add., Grand Haven. $500.
farms are laid out in that vicinity,and we
James Parndy to L. 8. Gerrills, part N W X 8 E
X. Sec. 85-7-14. M0.
can see no reason
they should not
Pieter Winter and wife to John A de Spelder, pert
prosper there as in many other localities.
lot 9, blk 15. City of Holland. $50.

barge H. C. Akeley was towed

in

on Wednesday morning by the tug Lizzy

Frank. She bad broke the valve stem of
her engine when about nine miles out of
port, and kept hack under canvass.

Also keeps on hand a

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C STEKETEE A

N

V

AND

Hollaid, Sept. 80th. 1880.

List of letteis remaining in the post-

Open and Top
ALSO

E

&

down on

X

^Mr.

XNRXN WXN

The

why

W

in the

Mrs.

Owen Mantee, Mrs. C. L. Miller.
Wm. Verdekk, P. M.

make fast to with- however, it will be ever so much easier,
come to an anchor viz: to take any and all Iraiut al one

river. _

A flatcar

of the Gd.

_

depot. After

Haven R. R„

the

surroundinggrounds are

put In shape, it will

loaded with ash plank, ran over the edge ment

be a

great improve-

to the city.

of Wlnsor’s dock, probably trying an ex*
pcrimenl as

to

whether cars could be run

on Grand River without a track or trestle*

Since inquiry haa been made

al oar

BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.

14-tf
J.

FLIEMAN,
Holland,Mich.

A floe assortment of

all

kinds of

Dress Goods.
-A fall line of-

SHAWLS,
A large assortment of

SILKS
RIBBONS.
AMD

A fnll line of Hoelery, Skirta

ment of white

and

a

nice assort-

shirts, etc.

office about the exact provision!of the

as it happened, It was no success, new so-called ironclad liquor law, we
and the car elands nearly on end at the have solicitedand received the exact letter
edge of the dock, besides crushing two of the law, aa follows: The new liquor
work

Buggies,

AGENT FDR

A. R. Tafer, George W. Yates, Mr. Rougl,

supply of piles. After the work is once been wider in proportion to Its heighth
finished it will give vessels a dock over a
and length. For the traveling public,
out being compelled to

line of

Ui

BOS.

office at Holland, Mich., Aug. 11, 1881:

The celebrated yacht Idler, of Chicago,
came in port Saturday afternoou and remained over Sunday at an anchor in the
river, admired by many, but visited by

mile in length where to

way

and Examine.

Gall

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

^

H.Sw. 18-8-18.M00.
John Richer and wife to Joeephina Bieber, E
N W V N W K. Sec. 88-5-18. $*¥).
lot in

J

Better wagon in every

are told that enough

W

I

Offers his superior made wagons Just as cheap
as anybody seifs them In Zeeland, and claims that
(hey ire a

getting over

At last the new depot of the Chi. &
money was suboArge M. Miller snd wife to Charles H.RaWen- few only, as visitorswere not allowed on
West
Mich. R. R. is occupied. On Thursscribed to secure the land, which will be
:k, lot 8, blk 9 M. <fc H. Add., Grand Haven. board. She came in wind-bound on her
day
last
the books and other necessary
surveyed at once, platted, etc. In the Andrew Inns and wife to Frank Smith, N W V N voyage toward Lake Superior.
K
K.
Sec.
S6-A-l«.
|4
0.
articles
were
removed. The building is
spring a dock will be built, very probable
J*hn A. Paffhauaon and wife to John Paffhauaen, The new pier in the river is neariug its
/.!r.,
R
*
E*
8
8er
2l_5_1s
conveniently
arranged,
and the only thing
a hotel, boats to rent, etc. Wo hail this
fohn Thompson to Sarah A. Thompaon, lot 8, blk completion,and would probably have about the whole building we feel disposed
move with delight, and sincerely wish and
ft, Danforth Add. Cooueravllle.
$500.
been finished,if there had been a sufficient to criticise is the shape. It ought to have
hope that upon organizationthe control Inila H. Day to Bethnei J. Hyst, part 8 E V S B
We

FLIEMAN

J.

light

slowly.

Tub

secure about 2)0 acres of land near the

haibor: Ik Walsh, Prof. C. Scott, D.

Sts.

DRY GOODS
ble

New Richmond.

Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa

The followingnamed gentlemenhave
formed a sort of a club or company to

& Ninth

Which wc Intend to keep

will meet soldiersat Holland; if not favor- ready for business in u few days.
at

Our popular wagon manufacturer

BOS,

Also a very large and assorted stock of

is

the lime to strike! ”

&

Etc., Etc.

If the weather is favorablethe steamer in their

them

the chance

in

of the committee during the reunion. The

able, will meet

is

for Palmers.

~>^AND~^

Alice Purdy will be subject to the order

railroad fare will be two-thirds each way.

Sole Proprietor.

St.,
GROCERY Now

89 Monroe

now bo found, not alone a complete stock
in supporting an organizationof that ofCan
Groceries.— al way a of the Freshest and Purest,
entertainmentis free
kind. Go on, Zeelanders, yon ore right I nut also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisions,

for soldiersand their

Price 80c per bottle.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUaGUBTS.

of Zeeland for the display of
that spirit of unity which is so essential

being enjoyed by hundreds of people from
all over the

The only medicines used without turning the
stomach wrong side out. I warrant the cure of

present, and their pluck and

perseverance is admired very

the sol-

Saugatuck on

band in Ottawa

Neuralgia Drops,

citizens

Trowbridge.The

Bay

County at
this city;

rdiers’ and sailor’s reunion at

still

the rage, and the spleudid fishing and

STEKETEE’S

its

com- 127 pounds in weight. Black bass and
plains of physically,in her sight, which 1/ other varieties were countless. Call again, sion only 25 cents; children 15 cents. No
charge for reserved seats, and to be had at
gradually
lndie« and gentlemen! We hope to be able
Breyman’s.
to offer you better facilities next year.
Messrs. Juo. Boot, Thos. Grady, Frank
A select party of the elite of the
Winegar, Harry Wickam, J. F. Grady,
To show how fast good news travels, village of Zeeland came on a fishing exChas. Farker, Jno. Godfrey and George and how soon our sailors are able to find
cursion to our Bay on Tuesday last, and
Bittner, all of Grand Rapids, called on us a good harbor of refuge, we can mention
on Thursday the Fire Company, with
on Monday last, on their way to Mona that on Saturday last six vesselscame runtheir families and friends came down on
lake, for a few days rest. Come and try ning into port to get away from a blow
a special train for a picnic to the harbor
our big Bay, gentlemen, and you will from the north. The old schooner Trio
of our Bay. The Fanny Shriver took
find something better than a Irog pond!
was towed in waterloggedby the Fanny the little schooner Norma in low, and
Shriver, on that day Hying a signal of disboth were loaded down. The Zeeland
When frog ponds are called lakes it
tress. The schooners Annie Smith, R. brass band accompanied them, and while
high time that Black Lake is called a Bay.1
B. King, Hunter, and the scow Laurina,
they discoursed some sweet strains of
We propose to call it by ^bcautilul Inand the yacht Cold Spring also took refuge music the lines were cast off. This hand
dian

STB.

de

drive

or buggy road along the south side of the

Buy to

COR. CA3STAX,

and wherever you look, you can

-

WURZBURG.
BRONSON

see that Zeeland is flourishing.

n
commenced to improve the

W.

F.

van den

putting in a hay scale in front of

is

his store,

neat and refined.

We
been

Bosch

jVl.

them

to give

hear is: To the harbor!

—

A hill line

of—*—

;

row boats

The

--

-

in Ita descent.
-«•»

body of a man was picked np

the nver near

for any person to keep any billiard, pool
In

or card table, or to

We have

excellent TEA for 25 cents per

pound and upward.

allow the same to be

Wyman

Monday last, in

A Buswell's mill, on kepi, in any room where any of the liquors
an advanced state of de* mentioned in Sec. 1 and 2 of this act, are or

composition. On examination it waa may be aold or kept for sale, nor in any
found to be the body of Peter Oitenrijk, adjoining room in the asms building; and
who was drowned oil the Spring Lake it shall not be lawful for any person to
bridge, April 15tb last, bat on searching engage in any game of billiard*,pool,
bis clothing no trace was found of a lot of cards, dice, or any other game of chance
money and a silver wutcb bs is supposed in any room where any of the liquors
nay be sold or kept for
to have had on bis person when he fell aforesaid are br may
into the river.

BOOTS and SEOES

law provides that ”lt shall not be lawful

sale, nor in any idjolning room."

Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices.
A

fall line

of

CANNED GOODS. PICKLES and
a

complete lino of

GROCERIES
Alwsys ou hand at
P. A A. STEKETEE.
Holla**, Mey.

18tb, 1881.

ilil

THE GOOD
n

DB.

tf

certainly would have been an extra election held at the latter place very shortly
liter, for the pursuer was the constable,
and for all officers of the law the Colonel

HTSIC1A1C.

OUTXB rabttL bouom.

How bi««t to be who know* to meaner etrife
Than art’e long battle with the foea of life !
Mo doubt aafaila him, doing attll hto beat,
And trustingkindly nature for the rest:
No mockingconscience tears the thin dlsgnto#

possessedhatred.

That wraps his breast, and tellshim that be Uea.
He oomee; the languid sufferer lifts his head
And smilesa welcome from his weary bed;
He speaks : what music like the tonea that tell
*4 Past Is the hour of danger-all to wall! u
How can he fell the petty stings of grief
Whose cheeringpresence always brings relief?
hat ugly dreams can troublehis repose
lVi;o Jidda himself to soothe another’swoes?
Hour after hour the busy day has found
tlhe good physician on his lonely round;
.'Ibuslon and hovel, low and lofty door,
He knows, his Journeys every path explore—
'Where the cold Mast has struck with deadly chill
The sturdy dweller on the storm-swept hill,
Wheru by the stagnant marsh the sickening gale
Has blanched the poisoned tenants of the vale,
Where crushed and maimed the bleeding victimlies,
Where madnessraves, where melancholy sighs,
And where the solemn whisper tolls too plain
That ail his science,all hto art were vain.

How sweet his fireside when the day Is done,
And cares have vanished with the setting sun
Evening at last its hour of respite brings.
And on his couch his weary length he fling*.
Soft be thy pillow, servant of mankind.

nose with the freedom of an old acquaint-

Lulled by an opiateart could never find ;
Sweet be thy slumber— thou bast earned it well—
Pleasantthy dreams 1 Clang ! goes the midnight bell,]
Darkness and storm! the home to faraway
That walls Us coming erethabr#ak of 4*y; J'i
The snow-clad pines their wiutry ptnoiag* tose—
Doubtful tbe froten stream his road must cross;
Deep He tbe drifts, the slantedheaps bava shut
Th-i hardy woodman In hto mountainhut—
Why should thy softer frame the t snip sal brave?
Htst thon no life,no health, to lose or save?
Look 1 read the answer In his patient’s eyes—
For )dm no other voice when sufferingcries;
Deaf to the gale that 411 around him blows,
A feeble whisper calls him— and ho goes.
•

Or seek the crowdedcity— summer’s beat
dares burning, blinding,in the narrow street,
fitlll, noisome, deadly, sleeps the envenomed air,
Unstirred the yellow flag that says “ Beware !”
Tempt not thy fate— one littlemoment’sbreath
Bears on Its viewlesswings the seeds of death
Thou at whose door the gilded chariotsstand,
“Whose dear-bought skill unclasps the miser's hind.
Turn from thy fatal quest, nor cast away
;

That life
Teed the

to precious ; let a nmnefl prey
drwftfoyet’s hunger ;.Hv4 to ble*

Those happier homes that nn*d thy oar* no, toe*.
Smiling he listens; has he then a charm
’Whose magic virtuesperil can disarm ?
Bo safeguard this ; no amulet he wears ;
Too well ho knows that nature never spares
Her truest servant,powerless to defend
Eton her own weapons her unshrinking friend.
He dares the fate the bravest well might shun.
Horasks reward save only Heaven’s“Well done!”
floch are the toils,the perils that he knows,
Dears without rest and nights without repose,
Yet ell unheededfor the love he beats
.'Els art, his kind, whose every grief he shares.

Retiring from Business.
What

the Colonel’s business was no-

body knew, nor did anybody care jmriiculftrly. He purchased for cash only,
and never grumbled
thing he

at the price of

any-

wanted. Who could ask more

than that?
Curious people occasionally wondered
how, when it bad been fully two years
aince ihe Colonel, with everyone else,
abandoned Dutch Creek to the Chiuese,
he managed to spend money freelv and
to lose considerablyat cards and horseraces. In fact, the keener of that one of
the Challenge Hill saloons which the
Colonel did not patronize was once heard
to wonder, absent-mindedly, whether
the Colonel hadn’t a money- mill somewhere where he turned out eagles and
"‘slugs” (the coast name for $50 gold

gdeoes).

.

When

soimjtotfant a personage as a
•bar- keeper indulged publicly in the idea,
-the inhabitantsof Challenge Hill, like
all good Californianseverywhere, conaidered themselves in duty bound to
give it grave consideration ; so, for a
few days, certain industrious professional

gentlemen,who

On galloped the Colonel, following the
stags road, which threaded the old
mining-oamps on Dutch creek, but suddenlyhe turned out of the road and
urged his horse through the young pines
ana bushes which grew thickly by the
road, while the constable gallopeoon to
the next camp.
There seemed to be no path through
the thicket into which the Colonel
had turned, but Tipsie walked between
testing the thickness of the case of a
the trees and shrubs as if they were
gold watch. “Just like the low-lived
familiar objecta of his stable-yard.
deceitfulnessof some folks to hire an
Suddenly a voice from the bushes
old woman to carry their money, so it’d
shouted:
go safer. Mebbe what she’s got
“Whatfs up ?”
ain’t nothin’ to some folks that’s got
“ Business— that’s what,*’
bosses that kin win money at races,
“It’s time,” replied the voice, and its
owner— a bearded six-footer— emerged
from the bushes and stroked Tipsie’s

I

“ Colonel, I take it all back. When I
FACTS FOB THE CURIOUS.
The ' remaining passengers were
treated with similar courtesy, and the seed you oome out of Challenge Hill, it
At Cape Island, N. J., the sea has
Colonel and his friends examined the come to me that yon might be in the
gained
on the shore fully a mile siuco
roadagent
business.
But
when
I
seed
pockets of the captives. Old Black
remained unmolested, for who ever you sell Tipsie I knew I was on the 1776. The tides on the eastern shore
of the State are observably growing
heard of a stage-driver having money ? wrong trail. I wouldn’t suspect you
higher.
“ Boys,” said the Colonel, calling his now if all the stages in the country was
Dubing the reign of Napoleon I. a
brother agents aside and comparing re- robbed ; and I’ll give you satisfaction
book of birds for children was supceipts, “ ’ tain’t much of a haul, but any way you want it”
“It’s all right,” said the Colonel, with pressed because it containedtbe ohruso :
there’s only one woman, and she’s
old enough to be a feller’s grand- a smile. The constable afterward said “ The cock is rather the tyrant than the
that nobody had any idea of how curi- chieftain of the farm-yard.”
mother.”
“Like enough she’ll pan out more ously the Colonel smiled when his beard
Every shell fired by an army during
than all the rest of the stage put to- was off.
siege operations coats, with the powder
Suddenly the stage pulled up to the ( with which the mortar is charged, the
gether,” growled Cranks, carefully

“We ain’t had a nip since last
night, and there ain’t a cracker or a
handful of flour in the shanty. The old
gal to back on yer?”
“ Yes,” replied the Colonel, ruefully,
“ lost every blasted race 1 ’T wasn’t her
fault— bless her— she done her level best
Ev’ry body to home ?”
“You bet?” said the man. “All
been a prayin’ lor yer to turn up with
the rocks an’ somethin’with more color
than spring water. Come on.”
The man led the way, and Tipsie and
the Color el followed, and the trio suddenly found themselvesbefore a log but,
in front of which sat three solemn, disconsolate individuals, who looked ai>
penlingly to the Colonel

ance.

door with

a

crash, and the male j sum

passengers hurried into the saloon in a
state of utter indignationand impecuni-

a

of eight dollars—

The

osity.

enough to support

poor family for a fortnight.
lead used in sounding from a vesweighs about fourteen pounds,

sel usually

The story of the robbery attracted
everybody, and during the excitement
the Colonel slipped out quietly and
opened the door of tho stage. The old
but*—-”
The Colonel abruptly ended the con- lady started, and cried :
“George !”
versation, and approachedthe stage.
And the Colonel jumped in the
He was very chivalrous,but Cranks’
sarcastio reference to Tipsie needed stage, and, putting his arm tenderly
avenging, and, as he could not consist- arouhd the trembling form of the old

deep-sea soundings a weight of
pounds is frequently
employed. Wire has been largely used
but

in

not less than 150
for a line, as it

makes

less friction in

sinking through the water. With Jiemp
rope a sinker of 300 weight is sometimes
twenty minutes in reaching the bottom
in 1,500 fathoms of water, so great is
the frictionof the line.

ently with business arrangements put lady, exclaimed
The oldest monument in the world is
“ Mother 1” — Bret Harts.
an end to Cranks, the only lady would
in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford.
have to suffer.
This is the lintel stone of a tomb which
“ I beg your pardon, ma’am,” said the
Curious Growths in Old Nevada Mines.
formed the last resting-place of an officer
Colonel, raising his hat politelywith
A gentlemanwho recently had occa- who lived in the time of King Sent, of
one hand, while he drew open the coach
sion to explore the chambers, drifts and the second dynasty, whose fate is fixed
door with' the other, “ but we ore taking
caverns of the old deserted Mexican and by M. Marietto more than 6,000 years
up a collection for some deserving obOphir mines says that fungi of every ago. The stone is covered with that delject. We was goin’ to make the gentleimaginable kind have taken possession icate and finishedsculpture which dismen fork over the hull amount, but ez
of the old levels.
tinguished the early periods of Egiptian
they ain’t got enough we will have to
In these old mines, undisturbed for history, and was immeasurably superior
bother you.”
years, is seen a fungus world in which to the stiff and conventional art of the
The old lady trembled, felt for her are to be seen a counterfeit of almost latter ages of Egypt, which we are accuspocket-book and raised her veil. The everythingin our daylight world Ow- tomed to see in European museums.
Colonel looked into her face, slammed the ing to the warmth of tho old levels and
The Japanese are remarkably exempt
stage door, and, sitting on the hub of to the presence in them of a certain
“Mack’ll tell ye how ’twas, fellers,’'
from deformed feet. The reason of tliis
one of the wheels, stared vacantly into amount of moisture,tbe timbers have
said the Colonel, meekly, “while I
is to be found in the shoes they wear.
space.
been made to grow some curious crops.
Tho wooden sandals worn in Japan
picket the mare.”
“Nothin?” queried Perkins, in a Some of the fungi in the old chambers
The Colonel was absent hut a few
have a separate compartment for the
whisper,and with a face full of geuuine are several feet in height, and, being
moments, but when he rc tamed each of
great toe, and make a clanking noise on
sympathy.
snow white, resemble sheeted ghosts.
the four wore attired in pistols ami
the streets. Straw slippers aro also
“No — yes,” said the Colonel, dreami- In places are what at a little distance
knife, while Mat* was distributing
worn, and a traveler setting out on a
ly. “That is, untie ’em, and let the appear to be wliito owls, and there aro
some dominoes made from a rather dirty
journey will strap a supply of them on
stage go ahead,” he continued, spring- repiesentations of goats with long
his back, that he may put on a new pair
flour sack.
ing to his feet. “ I’U hurry back to the beards, all as white as though carved in
“Toin’t so late as all that, is it?" inwhen the old is worn out. They cost
cabin.” And the Colonel dashed into the purest marble. The rank fungus
quired the Colonel.
but a cent and a half a pair. They are
tbe bushes and left his followers so par- growth has almost closed some of the
“ Better bo an hour ahead than a miss
rights and lefts, and leave the foot free
alyzed with astonishment that Old drifts.
in this ere night.” said one of tint four.
to tho air. They are never worn in the
The fungi are of almost every imaginBlack afterwardremarked that if ther’d
“ 1 ain’t been so thirsty since I came
house, being left outside the door;
round the Horn in ’50, an’ we been anybodv to mind the horses he able variety. Some kinds hang down passing down a Japanese street long
from the timbers like great bunches of
run short of water. Somebody ’ll get could have cleaned out the hull crowd
: rows of them are seen at the doors, old
snow-whitehair, and others are great
with
his
whip.
hurt if there ain’t any bitters in the old
| and new, largo and small. It is surThe passengers,now relieved of their pulpy masses. These last generally rise ' prising to soe how rapidly the Japs step
concern— they will, or my name ain’t
weapons,
were unbound, allowed to en- from* the rocks, forming the floor of tho i out of them, and pick them up again
Perkins.”
drifts, and seem to have grown from
“ Don’t count on your chickens ’fori* ter the stage and the door was slammed,
with their feet without stopping when
something
dropped or spilled on tho
upon
which
Old
Black
picked
up
hia
they’ve hatched, Perky,” said one of the
i leaving the house.
crowd as he adjusted ho d< unino under In- reins as if he laid them down at the sta- ground at the time work was in progress
As the most valuable wealth a country
rim of his bar. “ S’posin’ there suouhl tion while thehorseswerebeingchaDged, years ago. These growths have in sev- ' oan possess is its healthy population,
then he cracked, his whip and tho stage eral places raised from the ground rocks
be too many for ns ?’’
'
the tables of mortality are worth study
“Stiddy, stiddy, Cranks 1” remon- rolled off, while the Colonel’s party hur- weighing from ten to fifty and even 100 1 and from these we find that on the first
pwuuds.
Some
of
the
rocks
have
thus
ried
back
to
the
hut,
fondly
inspecting,
strated the Colonel. “ Nobody ever
day of life seventy-eightboys die, to
gete along ef they ’low themselves to he as they went, certain flasks they had been lifted more than three feet.
sixty-three girls. In the first week of
In
the
higher
levels,
where
the
air
is
obtained while transactingtheir busiMcoptedi” , t\
life 168 boys die, to 163 girls. In Prussia
comparatively
dry,
the
fungi
are
less
ness
with
the
occupants
of
the
stage.
“ Fact," chimed in the smallest and
Great was the surpriseof tho road massive in structure than lielow, and are tho mortality among females is the
thinnest man in the party. “The Bible
agents
as they entered their hut, for much firmer in texture. Some resemble greatest from 10 to 13 years of age ; and
says somethin’mighty hot ’bout that,
from the 25th to the 40th it is greater
there
stood
the Colonel in a clean white rains’ horns, os they grow in a spiral or
disremember dzac'tly how it goes, but
than at other periods of life, and yet at
I’ve hem Parson Buzzy, down to Maine, shirt, and in a suit of clothing made up twisted shape, while others, four or five
feet in length ami about the thickness all iieriodsof life the census of females
from
the
limited
spare
wardrobes
of
tbe
preach § ripplin’ old sermon many a
of a broom- handle, hang from the cap compares favorably with that of males.
time. The old man never thought what other members of the band.
But the suspiciousCranks speedily timbers like so many snakes suspended In England, taking a period of seven
a coipfort them sermons wnz agoin’,to
years, there were eight mon to fifteen
subordinated
his wonder to his prudence by the tails. One kind, after sending
he to a road agent, though. That time
woman who were alive at 101 years;
we stopped Slim Mike’s stage, and he as, laying on the table a heavy purse, oiit a stem of tho thickness of a pencil to three men to five women at 102 years ;
tho
length
of
a
foot
or
two,
appears
to
didn’t have no more manners than to he exclaimed
“Come, Colonel, business before blossom— at least, produces at the end a two men to three women at 103 years of
draw on me, them sermons wuz a perfect
age, and no man to one woman who
blessing to me— the thorns of ’em pleasure; let’s divide and scatter. Ef bulbous moss that has some resem- lived to 104. It is observed that only
blance
to
a
flower.
In
all
the
infinite
anybody
should
hear
about
it
an’
fir’
cleaneil my head as quick as a cocktail.
our trad, an’ ketch the traps in oui -os- variety of these underground fungi it is one person in 1,000 born lives beyond
t

:

t

•

;

:

An’

-

”

“I don’t want to dispute Logroller’s
pious strain,” interrupted the Colonel,
“ but ez it’s Old Black that’s arrivin’today instead of Slim Mike, and ez it’s
Old Black allers made his time, hadn’t
we better vamoose ? ”
The door of the shantv was hastily
closed, and the men filed through the
thicket until near the road, when ther
marched rapidly on in parallel lines with
it. After about half an hour Perkins,
who was leading, halted, and wiped his

session, they might — ”

Divide yourselves

”

said

the
Colonel, with a white abruptness and a
great oath; “I want none of it.”
“Colonel,”said Perkins, removing
his own domino and looking anxiously
into the leader’sface, “be you sick?”
Here’s some bully brandy which I found
in the passengers’pockets.”
“It hain’t nothin’,” replied the
Colonel, with averted eyes. “ I’m goin’
and I’m retirin’ from business forever.”
“Ain’t agoin’ to turn evidence ? ’’ cried
Cranks, grasping a pistol lying upon the
“

!

somewhat strange that not one was seen 94 years.
From a comparison of the results of
at all like those growing upon the surface in the light of day. Nothing in tho recent deep-sea soundings, it appears
nature of toadstools or mushrooms was that the following are just generaliza-

won money of the
Colonel,carefully weighed some of the
brightest pieces, and tested them with
tions : 1. The water of the South Pacific
found.
____
adds, and sawed them in two, and reis in its whole mass cooler than (hat of
tired them, and melted them up, and
The Irish Highwayman.
the Atlantic. 2. The water of the South
had the lumps assayed.
An
Irishman,
finding
his cash at low Pacific is, down to 4,225 feet, somewhat
The result was a complete vindication
ebb, resolved to adopt “ the road” as a warmer than that of tuo Atlantic, but
of the Colonel and a loss of considerable
professional means of refreshing the ex- below that depth cooler. 3. The bottom
custom to the indiscreet bar-keeper.
chequer ; and, having provided himself temperaturesaro generally lower in the
The Colonel was as good-natured a
with a huge horse-pistol,proceeded Pacific than in the Atlantic at the same
man as had ever been known on Chalforthwith to the conventional “lonely depths and in the same degree of latilenge Hill, but, being mortal, the perspiring brow with his shirt sleeve.
common"
and lay in wait The-no less tude ; but nowhere in the Pacific are
“ Fur enough from home now,” said
Colonel had his occasional times of
conventional “farmer returning from found such low bottom temperatures as
table.
despondency, and one of them occurred he.
“I’m sgoin’ to make a lead mine of the market with a bag of money,” of in the Antarctic portion of the South
“ ’Taint no use bein' a gentleman if
after a series of races in which he had
'•on ef you don’t take that back 1 ” roared course, soon appeared, to whom enter Atlantic, where temperatures of —0.3
ctaked his all on his bay mare Tipsie yer have to work too hard."
the Colonel,with a bound that caused Pat with tho regulation highwayman of- centigrade to— 0.6 degrees have been
“Safe enough, I reckon,” replied the
and lost. ,
Cranks to drop the pistol and retire pre- fer of choice, “your money or your measured. 4. In the western parts of
Looking reproachfully at his beloved Colonel. “ We’ll do the usual ; I’ll halt
cipitately,apologizingas he went. “I’m life 1” — a remark fortifiedby tho simul- the Pacific and the adjoining ports of
animal, he failed to heed the aching void 'em; Logroller,- ’tend to the driver;
agoin’ to attend to my own business, taneous exhibition of the fire-arm in tho the East India archipelago, the temof his pockets, and drinking deeply, Cranks, take the boot, and Mack and
and that’s enough to keep anybody busy. usual way. The farmer, who was a perature of the water reaches its
swearing eloquently and glarin'' defi- Perk take right and left. An’ I know
Somebody lend mo $50 till I see him Quaker, essayed to temporize. “ I would minimum at depths between 1,787 and
antly at all mankind were equally un- it’s tough— but considerin’ bow everlastnot have thee stain thy soul with sin, 8.937 feet, remaining the same from
agin.
productiveof coin.
iu’ eternal hard up we are, I reckon
Perkins pressed the money in the friend ; and didst thou rob me of my this depth to the bottom. In tho whole
The boys at the saloon sympathized we’ll have to ask contributionfrom the
Colonel’s hand, and within two minutes cold, it would he tlieit ; and didst thou of the Atlanticthe temperature from
most feelingly with the Colonel. They ladies, too, ef ther’s any aboard— eh,
tho Colonel was on Tipsie’s back and kill me, it would he murder. But hold
8.937 feet to the bottom gradually
-were unceasing in tbeir invitations to boys?”
galloped off in the direction the stage A bargain is no sin, but a commerce be- though slowly increases. ________
“ Reckon so,” replied Logroller, with
drink, and they exhibited considerable
tween two honest men. I will give thee
had taken.
The Public Schools.
Christianforbearance when the Colonel a chuckle that seemed to inspire even
He overtook it, passed it, and still he this bag of gold for the pistol which
It would seem that tho worst enemies
aavagely dissented with every one who his black domino with a merry wrinkle
galloped on.
thou boldest at my ear.” The unsus- of our common schools, as a general
advanced anv proposition, no matter how or two. What’s the use of women’s
The people at Mud Gulch knew tho pecting amateur Macbeth, yielding,
thing, are the trustees, superintendents
incontrovertible. But unappreciated rights, ef they don’t ever have % chance
Colonel well, and made it a rule never perhaps, to the Quaker’s logic and soliciand teachers.
sympathy grows decidedly tiresome to of exercis’n ’em? Kevin’ ther purses to be astonishedat anything he did; but
tude for his spiritual welfare, made the
'Trustees are chosen, usually,because
the giver, and it was with a feeling of borrowed *nd show ’em the full doctrine
they made an exceptionto the role when exchange without a moment’s hesitation.
of
their lack of education, their ignorelief that the boys saw the Colonel in. a bran-new light.”
the Colonel canvassed the principal bar“Now, friend,” cried tho wily Ephraim, rance of tho wants of parents and guarstride ont of the saloon, mount Tipsie
“ Come, come, boys,” interposed the
rooms for men who wished to buy a leveling the weapon, “give mo hack mv
dians, their utter inability to conduct
-and gallop furiously away.
Colonel, “ thar’s the crack of Old Black’s
horse, and when a gambler who was gold, or I’ll Wow thy brains out!"
the schools according to the idea and
.Biding on lioraebapk has always been whip ; pick yer bush— quick ! All jump flush obtained Tipsie for twenty slugs
“Blaze away, thin, darlint!” said Put. intention of the law, and their reckless
wnffideredan excellent sort of exercise, when I whistle.”
only $1,000, when the Colonel had al- “Sure there’s niver a dhrop of powther
Each man secretedhimself near the ways said there was cot gold enough on in it !”— The result was a sold Quaker.— disregard of common sense and the puband riding is uni^ertallyadmitted to be
lic good.
one of the most healthful means of ex- roadside. The stage came swinging top of ground to buy her — Mud Gulch Chambers' Journal.
Superintendents,who should be cathilaration in the world; but when a man along handsomely; those inside were experienceda decided sensation.
ting wood or pounding iron, are too ofis so absorbed in bis exercise that he laughing heartily at something, and Old
But when the Colonel, after remainThe Ups and Downs of Life.
ten foisted upon the public, and entirely
vrill not stop to speak to his friend, and Black was just giving 'a delicate touch
ing in the barber shop for half an hour,
The freaks of fortune are rarely more too often they conduct themselves in a
when his exhilaration's so complete that to the flank of the off leader, when the emerged with hia face clean shaved and
be turns his eyes from wefl-meaniiig Colonel gave a shrill, quick whistle, his hair nicely trimmed and parted, bet- painfully illustratedthan in the position manner disgraceful to the positions they
thumbs pointing significantly into and five men sprang into the road. . ting was so wild that a cool-headedsport- which one of President Garfield’sold hold and area dead weight to the publicThe horses stopped as suddenly as if ing man speedily made a fortune by bet- educational companions now occupiesin school system. In other words, and to
doorways through which a man has oftit
were a matter of common occurrence. ting against every theory that had been an apartment in tho City Infirmary, make it short, there are entirely too
en passed while seeking bracing influThis companion is an old lady, eighty- many jackasses holding positions as suences, it is only natural that people Old Black dropped the reins, crossed his advanced.
legs and stared into the sky, and the passshotifjf&itfesssotye wonder^
Then the Colonel mode a tour of the one year old, a Miss Daviason, who perintendentswho cannot write a gramThe. Colonel was well kno^m atToddv engers all put out their heads with a stores, and fitted himself up with a new years ago was a teacher in Hiram Col- matical sentenceor prepare an article fit
rapidity equaled only by that with which suit of clothes, carefullyeschewing all lege, a teacher when President Garfield for publication in a respectablejournal.
Flat, Come Hand, Blazer’s, Murderer
Bar and several other villages through they withdrew them as they saw the dom- of the gorgeous patterns and pronounced was a tutor. Miss Davidson knew Gar- Their sole idea seems to be to cram the
*7hich he passed. As no one had been inos and revolvers of the road agents.
colors so dear to the heart of the average field well. Her position waa then supe- pupil with a lot of silly stuff that is
“Seems to be somethinffthe matter, miner. He bought a new hat and put rior to his. While her former inferior, worse than no teaching.
>soen to precede him, betting men were
In this city our pubhc schools are wellsoon offer mg odds that the Colonel was gentlemen,” said the Colonel blandly, on a pair of boots and pruned his finger as Presidentof the United States, occuwunhfag away tom somebody.
as he opened the door. “Won’t you nails and, stranger than all, he mildly pies the marble halls of the White nigh mined by this policy and practice.
House, she, as a pauper, is happier In fact, our trustees this year were so
Strictlyspeaking they were wrong please get out ? Don’t trouble yourself declined all invitations to drink.
As the Colonel stood at the door of the within the stone walls of our City In- heartily ashamed of the “progress”
shut they won all the money that had to draw, ’cos my friend here’s got his
’been staked iagainst them, for within weapon cocked an’ his finger’srather principal saloon, ffhere the stage always firmary. Miss Davidson is a bright, in- made m the public schools that for a
iuH Mfco* tWepuxed ever the ume nervous. Ain’t got a handkerchief,hev stopped, the Challenge Hill constable telligentold lady, and talks cheerfully long time they hesitated at holding
road an anEU*i»looking individual, who you?” he asked of the first passenger was seen to approach the Colonel and of herself, and is an enthusiasticad- “ commencement ” in public.
The only plan to save the public
tap him on the shoulder, when all the mirer of the President. She is one of
reined up in front of the principal saloon who descended from the stage. “ Hev ?
the
most
industrious
inmates
of
the
in*
schools
is to kiok out all inoompetents
zr "a who had bet that the Colonel was
of each place and inquired if the Colonel Well, now. that’s lucky. Just put ver
dodging
somebody
claimed
the
stakes. Ann ary, always using her needle mend- and apooint none but competent, faith
hands
behind
yer
—
so—
that’s
ih
’
And
bud passed.
ing or sewing for her unfortunatecom- ful ana sensible superintendents and
Had the gallant Colonel known that the unfortunate man’s hands were ae- But those who stood near the Colonel
panions. — Cincinnati Enquirer.
teacher*.— Afar Albany Public Press.
heard
the
constable
say
hb was followed, and by whom, there ourely tied behind in an instant.
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IV hat is Aythoiogy!
You will find this quite a pleasant
way to surprise the very little ones, and,
On the one hand philologyhas shown
To relish plain and wholesomefood : of course, you can print a short pet that a myth is an attempt to explain
Earn \tfiat you eat by an honest em- name as easily as you can initials.— St. some natural phenomenon by endowing
ployment; be regular at your meals and Nicholas. .
with human feelingsand capacities the
eat slowly. Never spoil your taste by
senseless factors in the phenomenon,as
the use of the “ vile weed* or by the use DK, PHILLIP C. BALLOU, OF YEK, when the ancient Hindoo explained a
of pungent and heating fruits of the
thunder-storm as the smiting of Vritra
MONT.
castor— the mustard and pepper, or even
by the unerring shnfts of Indra. On
the too free use of vinegar. The natural
A Letter from this Well-Known f.*n- the other hand a brief survey of barbaric
appetite is satisfiedwith plain food till
tlemaii. Who in a “ Kcgular” of the superstitions has shown how uncultured
corrupted or vitiated by luxuries.
man, by Jhe best use he could make of
Old .School*
i “An ounce of prevention is worth a
his rude common sense, bus invariably
(From Ui« Boston Dilly Journal, June 7.)
pound of curt.” On this principle it
come to regard all objects ns endowed
We
published several letters lately, which
is easier to prevent dyspepsiabv the
with feouls, and all nature as peopled
use of nourishing food, pl&in and easy have evoked considerable comment,.both from with supra-human entities shaped after
ot digestion, taken regularly and in being read in our columns and in our con- the general pattern of humanity. Thus
moderate quantities, thiui by all the temporarieswho have copied them. Wo refer is suggested a natural mode of genesis
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PATENTS

THE FAMILY PHYSICIAN.

medicine of a drug store. And, indeed, to letters from Burlington,Providence,Springit is difficult to destroy the effect field and Hartford,on the subject of the wonwithout the removal of the cause, it is derful curative powers of a remedy called Kidsimply impossible to cure dyspepsia ney-Wort, which has been so thoroughlytried
permanently while the diet is positively as to seem to bo Oie long-looked-for medicine.
Great good

or brute.

More Uses for Carbolic Acid.— According to the London Lancet the use

is

done by

when

it is recognized

by regular physicians in all parts of tho coun-

try it is naturally received by tho people at
largo with faith.

Wo append a

subject received by us from

letteron this

a

well-known

“ regular " physician from Northern Vermont.
IX is

worth a careful leading

:

Mow ETON, Vt, Juno

1,

1881.

EditorsBoston Journal:

I have always been opposed to the use of
patent medicines,as I am of tho opinion that
more harm than good is done by their indiscriminate use. Seeing that several correspondents have been kinging the praises of Kidney-Wort, ahd knowing of come remarkable

cures performed by it. I feel it but just that the
public should know of them. I was induced to
of carbolic acid has been found speoially tike it in my practice by positive evidenceof its
effectivein all that class of local fester- virtues,and liave done so to a considerable
extent lor the past two years.
ing, pustulating diseases of the skin,
One of the first cures was that of Mrs. A
which are at once so
and so who had sufferedfor years from an obstinate
difficult to cure ; they include all kinds kidney trouble, complicated with constip ition
of pustules, boils and carbuncles, syco- and uterine difficulty.There was an intlamnmsis, pustular acne and festering ring- tory condition of the organs which caused much
jiain and often severe suffering.
worm ; such strumous sores, especially
I bad prescribedpreviously all the remedies
of the neck, as come under the cure of usually employed in such cases, but without
the physician; also phthisis in its sec- benefit. I procured Kidney- Wort for her, and
ond and third stages, and cases of bron- directed it to lie preparedand taken according
chitis accompaniedwith
or less to directions. It relieved tho pain and suffering
almoti immediately,and gave a favorableturn
purnlous expectoration.It is found, to all the symptoms.
however, that, in order to be efficacious, Her recovery progressed rapidly, and in a
the carbolic acid must Ikj brought into comparativelyshort time I was enaiib d to procontact with
part
acted nounce her cured. Hho has ever since been
much stronger and healthier than for years beon, and the Lancet says that in
fore. I could detail a score or more of other
cases where the acid has been found in- cases in which I Inve used it with the same
effective,the failurehas been due to a marked results, if I had time and space.
In the various kidney troubles it has been a
neglect to insure this contact.
very efficientremedy, far more decided in its
The Sun Cholera Medicine.—More effects than Buchu, Uva, Urio, Spirits Nitre
than twenty years ago,
it was and the other agents usually employed.
that prevention
cholera
Its diuretic propertiesshow themselves in
was easier than cure, a prescription two to four hours ; while as a laxative and
drawn up by eminent doctors was pub- cathartic it produces the happiest results, relieving the bowels speedilyand withoutdislished in the 6Vm, and it took the name agreeable effects.Its action is prompt and the
of “the
cholera medicine.” Our effectlasting. Being curative aud tonic, it recontemporary never lent its name to a stores a condition of health and regular action
better article.
have seen it in con- which other cathartics usually fail to do.
This spring I found that through a cose atstant use for nearly two-score years and
tention to my professibual duties I had become
found it to be the best remedy for loose- worn, aud was in need ol adiureticaudcathar
ness of the bowels ever yet devised.
tic myself. I at once took a few doses of

-

common

.

more

the

to be

many

when

of

found

Sun

We

No

one who has this by him and takes it in
time will ever have the cholera. We commend it to all our friends. Even, when
no cholera is anticipated it is an excellent remedy for colic, diarrhea,etc.
Take equal parts of tincture of Cayenne
pepper, tinture of opium, tinctureof
rhubarb, essence of peppermint and
spirits of camphor. Mix well. Dose,
fifteento thirty drops in a little cold
water, according to age and violence of
symptoms, repeated every fifteen or
twenty minutes until relief is obtained.
— New York Journal oj Commerce.

Two Queer Stories.
Among

he

When

about twelve years old, said Mr.
Geiafnan, of the Globe Chop House, to our
representative,
I met with an accident with
a horse, by which my skiill was fractured,
and ever since I have Buttered with the
most excruciating rheumatic,pittas. Of late.
I applied St. Jacobs Oil, which has given
me almost total relief.
Initials

I

I

on

Frnlt.

Did you ever see a name printed on a
growing apple, pear or peach? No?
Well, if you wish to have that pleasure,
this is the way to obtain it : While the
fruit yet hangs green upon the tree,
make up your mind which is the biggest
and most promising specimen of all.
Next, cut out from thin, tough paper the
initials of the name of your little brother or sister or chief crony, with round
specks for the dots after the letters, and
the letters themselves plain and thick.
Then paste these letters and dots on
that side of the apple which is not
turned to the sun, hiking care not to
loosen the fruit’s hold upon its stem.
As soon as the apple is ripe, take off
the paper cuttings, which, having shut
out the reddening rays of the sun, have
kept the fruit green just beneath them,
so that the name or initials now show
plainly. After that, bring the owner ot
the initials to play neat the tree, and
say presently,“Why, what are those
queer marks on that apple up there ? ”

found—
“The shilling!”was

clusion of

my

SCIATICA,

One Cent

LUMBAGO,

wlU buy a

BACKACHE,

OOTTT,
SORENESS

and

cus-

Homan's Wisdom.

shoe clerk presided over three households in different parts of the city, and
that on a salary of only $15 per week.
What’s the use of sighing for millions ?

Hub.

There la perbapi no tonic offered to the people that pomietsHeti as much intrinsicvalue as the
Hop Bitters. Just at thia Beacon of the year,
when the stomach needs an appetizer,or the
blood needs purib mg, the cheapest aud best

por
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The

Paris Jockey Club pays its chief

a salary of $5,000,

and has done so

years. His

great specialty ia

for a dozen

soup. ____

______

_____

W Broadway.
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York.
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A balm foe every

$335
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THE0LDE8T&BE8TLINIMEI
EVER HADE

sales

IN

AMERICA.

laegerthan ever.

The Mexican Mustang Liniment
been known for more than thlrty-flYel
year* as the beat of all Liniments, fc
Man and Beast. Jts sains today or
larger ihan ever. It cures when alll
others fall, and penetrates skin, tondon|
and muscle, to the very bone*
•Yorywhoro,

WORT

KIDNEY

THE GREAT CURE
TOR

RHEUMATISM
Aa itls for all disMiM of the

LIVER AND

KIDNEYS,

BOWELS.

Zt oleanaeathe ayatem of the acrid polaon
that oauaes the dreadful auffaringwhich
only the viotlma of HhaumaUamcan realise.

THOUSANDS OF CASES

JESS

of the wont form* of this terribledisease
have beta quickly relieved,in a abort ttae

Ctiloago, 111.

PERFECTLY CURED.

i

~
- German
Dn^gtsof
K^^inannTst.

Aith-

Inxtantly relieved by

HAY FEVER

-

Sr.

• -

has had wonderfsl success, and an Uimenss
sale in every part of the Country. In linndreds ofoaseeit has oured where aU ties had
flailed. Itls mild, but eniolsnt,CERTAIN
IN IT'S ACTION, but harmltae in all oases.
nrlteleassea, Strengthens and givesNsw
VJfb to all the Important organ* of the body.
The natural aotlon of the Kidneys is rsstored.
The Liver is oleansod of all disease, and the
Bowels move freely and beslthfally. Zn this
way the wont diseasesora e radios ted frost
the system.
As It has been proved by thousands that
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MINIUTI AN BOOK CO-. II W. nth St. N.T.

4IM

P.O. Box

A permanent pracUoalroad vehtelat
with which a penon can ride ttuse
miles aa easily u ho could walk eat
Send 3-cent a tamp for M-page «

THE POPE

They were walking down Main street
together after the matinee. “ Conklin’s
Shirt Store,” said he. “ Is it?" said she,
“how did he tear it!” — Trinity Tablet.

cook

four ad dree*

MUSTANG
MaloMtW

home. Sample# worth |5 free

logue.

MTO

WORT

KiDNEY-

moat effectual remedy for cleansingthe
system of all morbid seoretlona.It should bg
used in every household os a
Is

00,

6(14 Washington St, Boston.Maes.

the

SPRING MEDICINE.

Alwsyt curee B1U008NZ8S, CONSTIPATION, PILES and all PEMAL1 Diseases.
If put up in Dry Vegetable Form, in tin rone,
package of which make* tquaru medicine.
AIM in Liquid Form, very Coneeutrstedfor
the convenienceof those who cannot readily prepare it. Ilaeuwitktqual tfflcitncyin dthtr/orm.
IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.PRICE, tl.00
WELLS. UlCUAUbSOS ACo.. Prop’*.
(Will send the dry poet-naid.lBl U4MT01 TT.
one

Containingthe Old and New Veralona, In pnritllel eol.
ntnna. Tbn lieat and che.ipeat llluitratededit on of the
R»vi»edTeataroenL Millionsof people are waitingfor
It. Do not l>e deceivedby the unacrupulouipuhliahen of
inferioredltiona. See that the copy yon huyoontalnaISO
fine engravlngaon ateel and wood. This ia the only large
tjpe contruated edition,aud Agents are coining

it

money

Belling
for circular* and

AUKNT* WANTED.

extra terms. Address
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NATIONAL

KIDNEY-WORT

PUULlhlUNU CO., Chicago,111

Ued-Hiiks, IComliet,
rats, cats, mice, ants. Hies, insects,cleared out
by " Bough on Rats." 15c.. druggists.

ILECTRIC LIGHT!

Dr. Winchkll's Teething Syrup has never
failed to give immediaterelief when used in
cases of Summer ComjJaint,Cholera-mfantum,
or nains in the stomach. Mothers, when your
little darlings are suffering from these or kindred causes, do not hesitate to give it & tn&l.
You will surely bo pleased with tho charming
effect.Be sure to buy Dr. WincheU'i Teething
Syrup. Sold by all druggists. Only 25 cents
per bottle.

Improved Meet ro- Magnetic Beit and Absorb#**
| Pad combined ; sir# of Pad, 7x10 inch#*—
(lime# larger than other*. Do not purchatooaf
rhen you can get the latest
I old -style
Halts when
in proved tor E3
Klectrie Light," ia 34-eoluane
paper, Mint free unsealed
salsa : sealed, so.
D. 8. D.
A 00..
84. M and M Fifth Avenue, Chicago,

MM
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For dyspepsia, Indigestion,depression of
spirits and general debility in their various
forms, also as a preventiveagainstfever and
ague and other intermittentfevers, the Fkhr >
Pfli>HPU0UATED Elixir of Cali.haya Bare, mads
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York, ana sold
by all druggists, is the best tonic, and for patients recoveringfrom fever or other sicktu-s*
it has no equal

S.

I rJTNRRVOUB DKBIL1TY. Lost Manhood,
end impaired powers cured by MATHEWP

__

IMTKOPUTItk.lU:*

«M-t k« kmk«|(»4.

Bfulrk Sumiwi U. NSVga TIT
rflLIO. Sm4 ONLI SIX CiXTV to Dr. J. CONI*.
ISS, Bw ISIS, itotoa. Mm*. »..m* d Ml toUtMUw.

Try ik. (KM

For

01x111® and 3B*©v©r
AND ALL DISEASES

O.N.U.

Caused by Malarial Poisoning of tho Blood.

A WARRANTED CURE.
Price,
uj,
f

or
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Druggutg.

.To.
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tills

Could

I but see Carbolinemode,
Aud view tho proceua o’er,
No bald-headpato would moke afraid,
Nor gray hairs fright mo more.
An now improved and perfected,
No oil was ere bo sure,
All kkia diHcaue, of limb or head,
It never fails to cure.

\ormrm
from

debilUyto such so extent ibnt
t
my labor waseieeodlaglybwt
on the contrary,was followed hr

^(iKNTLKMKMUlwaa•utferinjf

lacroased proetratlon and ainklnR chills. At his
began1 he
o” j
from which 1 tar
allied almoetimmediate and
end wonderfulresult*.
resulU. Theofd
Theold energy retufnedamf Woimd^hat’ my antucel1 to
— 1 have nsed thwe
----- bottle*
---------t
wu not perraanrntlrabated.
bottles
of the Tonic.
Toonlc. Rtoce usiog it lhave done twice
w ice the
U11 Dent. end
Rod
do*
____
borthet I ever did in the same time during my lilneee,
the tranquil
Ulnwe.
sad with doable
... ___ the ease. With
and visor of body, has oome also a claarnesa of thought never before
before-enjoyed. If the Toolohesnot
Tonic has not dome
work, [know not whot. Igire it the
J. P. Wxthow.Paeter OhriftlqnChurch. Trey.CX
t

Fob Headache, Constipation, Liver Complaint
and all biliousderangements of the blood, thcro
is no remedv os sure and safe as Eikrt’aDaylight Liver Pills. They stand unrivalledIn removing bile, toning the stomach and in giving

_

healthy action to the liver. Sold by all druggists.

The

all

druggiots.

_
__

surface, looks about it and then gradu- and the BEST BLOOD PG&lFiRit ever discover*,1,
ally sinks, leaving its beautifullylong curing Scrofula, Syphli tic disorder*, Wesknem of tire
and glossy black hair floating for a mo- Kidney*, Erysipelas, Malaria, Nervous disorders, Debilment on tne wafer. He represents it aa ity, Bilious complaints, and Disease* of tho Blood, Liver,
Kidneys,Stomach, 8km, etc.
having the face of a woman, and says
BAKER’S PAIN PANACEA euros pain in man and
that he didn’t shoot the strange creature
beast
becaflae he feared that if he did he
DR. ROGER'S WORM SYRUP iastenUy destroys
wonld ‘ get into some sort of a murder WORMS.
trial’ When asked whether the mermaid carried a comb or looking glass, he
resisted temptation and answered: fIt
might have, but I didn’t see any.’ ”

$88

MMHhShII

'

*_

1

1

-

1

_ ^

_

_

credit.

_

__

thm

iThm iron Tonie it a
preparation of Pro-

I

tojrldr of iron, t*eru-

rian Bark, and Phoe-

The New Yur«c Graphic reports that
“an old angler, who is vouched for as
HOW TO MKCtytK IMGAI.TII.
It Is strange any onn will suffer from dnningi>tn«j<t*
being ‘as reliable as any fisherman on
brought on by impure blood, when hCOVIU/8 MARSAtho river,’ chums to have caught five
PAR1LLA AND 6T1LUNG1A, or BLOOD AND
glimpses of a mermaid in the Ohio, near LiVKK 8Y11UP, will restore healthto the physical orMarietta. He says that it comes to the ganization.It is a strengtheningsyrup, pieoMiitto Uke.

;

------
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sales of the Frazer Axle Grease are conremedy is Hop Bitters. An ounce of preven- stantlyincreasing,thus indicating that* tho
tion is worth a pound of cure ; don’t wait until pnblic thoroughlyappreciate its good qualities.
you are prostrated by a disease that may take
For Rheumatism, Bprains and Bruise*, uso
months lor you to recover m.— Boston Globe.
Uncle Sum’s Nerve and Bone Liniment, sold by

tASsT

1881.

Warner's Safa Kidney anA UverCor*.

Q9n

table Compound.

the hasty con-

exactly,” said Rogers, 1 but
12-penny-worth of coppers wrapped up
in brown paper ! "—NineteenthCentury.

d*K

It is impossiblefor a woman to suffer from
weakness after taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege-

Save a doctor’s bill by keeping tho system in
order with Kidney- Wort, It will do it

Mod

orm
CHEST,

.

“

card on which to

poatal

-asr-lasisie—New

toms which have survived in relatively «PO 10 $4U Addrow OTTOSON A Co., Portland.M.
high stages of culture. Aud perhaps
there is no better evidenceof the profoundly philosophic character of contemporary scholarship tliwn the pains S72 A tflK(KK- vd ^ VruT Vco1* rd"' i0”*’
which it is taking to investigate methodically tho legends and sayings which
AGENTS WANTED
formerly were either thought unworthy proltt. Stiltat right. AddreaiA.O.Kelley, Racine, Wl».
of serious study, or were treated as subjects for idle and arbitrary speculation.
—Atlantic Monthly

“Not

the

•barge for eervtoee unleu moctieful.

NEURALGIA,

II

countless superstitious beliefs

.

RHEUMATISM

ACHES,

excellent friend.

From

E. LEMON, Att’j it Lawr
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Mum

She insiststhat it is more important that
her family should be kept in full health than
that she should have all the fashionable dresses
and styles of the times, tihe thereforesees to
it that" each member of her family is supplied
with enough Hop Bitters,at the first appearance
of anv symptoms of ill health, to prevent a fit
of Pickuess with its attendantexpense, care and
Kidney-Wort, and found it operate equally
anxiety." All women should exercise their wiswell in my own case.
dom in this '..ay.— Aetc Uaven Palladium.
Very sincerelyyours,
Phillip" C. Balloc, M. D.
For seven years a Chicago boot and

the choicest books in his library Mr. Grenville possessedone of two
volumes of an excessively rare fif teener,
I think, the Mazarine Bible, printed on
vellum and magnificently bound. Of
course he was very anxious to get a copy
of the missing volume also on vellum,
but he hoped against hope. After many
years, however, ho had the unexpected
[From the Port Huron Commercial.]
and almost unexampled good fortune to
Chari.es Nelson, Esq., proprietor Nel- get not only a copy on vellum, but the
§on House, speaking to us recently,ob- identical copy, as shown by the binding,
served: I suffered so much with Rheuma- which had been so long separatedfrom
tism that my arm withered, and physicians
the one in his possession. Mr. Grencould not help me. I was in despair of ville, when showing the books to Mr.
my life, when some one advised me to try Amyot aud to Samuel Rogers, who was
St. .Jacobs Oil. I did so, and, as if by
there at the same time, told the history
magic, I was instantly relieved, and, by the
of Ins goixl fortune.
continued use of liic Oil, entirely cured. I
Amyot said it was tho most remarkthank Heaven for having used this wonder
able coincidencehe had ever heard.
ful remedy, for it laved my life. It also
Rogers did not quite agree to this,
cured mv wife.
and proceeded to mention the following,
Two Egotists.
which he thought still more remarkable:
An officer, who was ordered to India,
Judge It. and Journalist H. are
troubled with the disease of egotism, and went, on the day before leaving Enfor tho first time, in speaking of each gland, to his lawyers in Lincoln’s Inn
other, brought to my knowledge the Fields. The day being wet, he took a
hackney coach, and when he got out, as
fact, that the patient is not aware of
he was paying the driver, he dropped a
his own infirmity.
-‘I like the Judge,” said tho journal- shilling. He looked in the mud and
ist, “ for lie is a man ol fine attain- slush lor it in vain, and so did the
ments ; but I must cut him. He cannot coachman. On his return' home after
get away from himself. His coat-tail some years’ service ho hud again occasion to go to his lawyer’s in Lincoln’s
Is glued to his base.”
“I wish,” said the jurist, “that H. Inn Fields. When leaving, he recollectwere less of an egotist. It is dread [ill ed Ids lost shilling,and, by some unacto hear him from morning till night, and countable impulse, began to look for it,
all night, talk of himself. It is aston- when, strange to say, just at tho very
ishing ho does not see what a bore he spot where ho had paid the coadiman,
makes himself.”— Washington Capital. and on the very edge of the curbstone,
(From the Fort Wayne (Ind.)Sentinel.]

GEORGE

roi

«nipi!fna
which mythology is made up. As the Moslem camel
driver regards the deadly simoon as a
SORE THROAT,
malignant demon, so we need not wonQUINSY,
der that the Greeks in prehistoric times
SWELLINGS
should have personified tho wind ns
An
Hermes, or the sun as an unerring
SPRAINS,
archer, or an unwearying traveler,or an
invinciblehero. When we know that
FROSTED FEET
some people believe pots and kettles to
An
have souls that live hereafter,there is
' EARS,
not much difficulty in understanding
how other people have deified the blue
[BTTX1.3rfll
AMD
sky as the sire of Gods and men. We
moJk.XAi>m,
see, moreover, that these personifying
stories are not parables or allegories,hut
[GeaeralMljMBi,
sober explanationsof natural phenomena. Where wo have recourse to some
TOOTH, EAR
elaborate scientific theon m, the ancient
An
was content with telling a myth. It is
HEADACHE,
only after ages of philosophizingthat it
An
begins to seem plausible to regard the
clouds as masses of watery vapor suspended in the atmosphere, or Hie moon
an
as a great planetary body covered with
extinct volcanoes. In primeval times it
was much easier to call tho cloud a rock,
Nr Pitparetloa « wth •quail It. Jiooia On aa a lira
inn, imrLB aqd emir ExUroal Riicfdr.A trial inuila
or a huge bird, or a Centaur, and to
bat tns oompireiiYtlj trifling outlay of /JOCkhts, ant) ivory
burn incense to tho moon as the chaste id* intririnfwith pain can han ohup and poilUr* prwf d
goddess artemis of the silver bow. Thus It! ilaimi. DiwnOIS II KLIYII LAKOCAOia.
the study of mythology, when pursued
Mil BY ALL DIOQIUSTS AMD KAHRS
MIDI6I1L
on the wide scale indicatedin the presJL VOGELER * CO.
ent paper, throws IL-ht of no uncertain
BaUUnon, McL, V. B. A.
character on the thoughts and mental
T)IG WAGKS, aaromcrandwnter. Ham plea free
habits of primitive men, ns well as on
National Copying Co., SiMWeat Madiwimt., Ctiloago

a really first-class article,

as this seems to be, and

REMEDY

for the personification of

since

All heat or warmth in the body oomos
from food oxidized, slowly burned in the
body, just ns much aid in about the
same way that heat in the stove or furnace comes from fuel oxidized or burned
there. Warmth is always escapingfrom
the body, unless it is in an atmosphere
nearly up to 100 degrees of heat. Warm
clothing, warm houses, stalls, sheds that
prevent the rapid escape of heat save
the necessity of taxing the stomach to
digest an excessive amount of food (fuel)
to keep up Uie heat of the body, human

I

SUSSSf

phatma, aamoriated
tcith the Vegetable
\Aromatiee. Itoervea
(ererjr purpoae there
I
I

MAIIfACTilllBHI THE DR^

HARTER MEDICINE CO.fTo. 818

'ETROLEUM JELLY

IIITN MAIN SHUT, ST. lOBtt*

^>1

Used and approved by the leading

AMERICA^^g | ^ I
most Valuable ISH H Hk 1

CIMS
The

of

EUROPE and

sm
Ife Alio for FASKLUE COSFECTIfllil
Cough*.Cold*,
Cough*,
Coldi, Bert Threat, Croup and Diphtheria,
Diphthdrim, tfo.
fto AnacrMtUdfarmaftafc.
them. SI and <0 sent lizea of all ear good*.
CATABKH, HEXOHBSOIIXL
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Abdal attupaku kxpmitmx.
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limiter*' Column.

For

a real

oil. The

bonanza there Is nothing

oil territoryhas

into the state of

like

been extended

New York, and the new

I

!

Lake

New

SUMMER HOODS

SPRING AND

Oildorado is six miles directly south of
Friendship Station, on the

OUT

OHjOSIIV Gr

State of the Trade.

York,

Erie and Western railroad, the

“station " being twenty one miles east of

Glean. The developments are known as
Richburg and Triangle. The Boyle well,
torpedoed on the 18th, flowed over 240
bbls in the first 24 hours, and is to day

Some of those goods

the largest well in the United Slates. A

&

Ladies’

correspondento? The Buffalo Express

will be sold at Cost, such as

&

Gents’ Buckled

Buttoned Shoes

•ays: “ The lasting quality of the territory

and

safe boundariesonly remain to be

its

established in order to decide the value

and the extent of the ruin
producersin

THE GREAT

with

BURLINGTON ROUTE.

these advantages, and an oil market

a))

&T~Sn other lino runs Three Through Passenger Trains Daily between Chicago, Des
that ‘ Richburg can give Bradford points, Moino<», Council Bluff*',Omaha. Lincoln.St.
and then starve her to death.’ ” Property Joseph, Atchison, Topeka and Kansas City.

down

to 7(Jc

$

Direct connections for all points in Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado. Wyoming. Montana, Nevada. New Mexico, Arizona, Idaho, Oregon and

or building purposes. Oil
bought within a month at $126 an
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for oil
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acre,

at $200,

have
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show
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400.000 hides as compared with
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more than 25 per cent, of last
year’s total. The advices of a considerable advance In value of dry hides

of

A few thousand feet of lumber,
etc., at

also Lath,

H
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W. U. JOS LIN,

Don’t youPorget it
THAT IN

Hardware, Kails, Glass,
J.

R. K.

is

man

just the

11. B.

BEST.

A Large and Fine

JOSLIN & BEST, IsTEW stock:
—
—
OF

for you.

TINWARE,

BOOTS & SHOES

SASH AND DOORS,
J.

-

R. K. wants every one of you.
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at
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moderate exports of such from the

continental tanners will

have

Paints and

come,

to

lead to the suppositionthat English

and
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J.

R. K. has struck bard for

likely to advance con-
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southern California papers report

PUEBLO, AND UEFURV.

J.

.

San

for

wtun

anything else.

Diego, with her timberless mountains

covered

with white sage, was

for miles

dreary waste until Harbinson set

swarms

a

few

of bees at their feet. To day his

is

The

Mnp

OEH. PASS E AOT.. C- B A ftChicago, 111.

United States census reports the

18

is

that crop. The report

is

subject to a final

has been a liberal advance in the

price of dried apples. The stock on hand

enough

to last

through

FIRST

the sea-

and dealers fail to see where enough
fruit is coming from to supply the trade
for next year, for reports on the apple

crop continue very discouraging.

Why

Rapids, Dec.

J.

Grocery House

ALBERS,

8th Street,

JAMES RYDER,

Prop’r.

1881.
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the col-

Eighth and Fish St.

endeavorto keep on hand a complete snpand fill all orders promptlyto the best of my

I will
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estimates that

Give us a trial before
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that the
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gllsh Remedy,
an unfailingcure
for seminal west
ness. S perm a-

in

.NECKTIES ever

finest line of

___
fine grass butter.

n

Diseases that follow ai-asequence
of Self Abuse;

as

__

Statistics show that the annual conis

consumed

000,000 lbs

is

at $68,000,000.

full line

____

dressing THE GRAY MSDICInA CO.
No. 10« Main Street. Bnffhlo,N. Y.
For Sale In Holland by lleber Walsh. S9-ly

A

$350
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pie free.
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have a

We

sell

LIFE.

of PROVISIONS,as Cheap
any other place.

line of Tea*, from 25 cent* per
pound and upward.

full

Glassware Setts at 40 cents and

<

of

food and color to the hair
glands without staining the
kin. It will increase and
thicken the growth of the
hair, prevent its blanching
and falling off, and thus

ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY

BOUGHT AND

PRODUCE

SOLD.

Don’t Forget the Place.
M. HUIZENGA & CO.
2,

1881. 18-8m

i

BRONSON. D*twl*, :ti:h

Hass.

and
leading

Physi.cians
endorse

and

AVERT BALDNESS.

upwards.

>

It cores Itching, Eruptions and Dandruff. As a
HAIR DRESSING it la very

desirable,giving the hair

a

silken softneM which, all
admire. It keep# the head
clean, sweet and healthy.

TEAMING
AND DRAYING.
OYE

TABLE LINEN. E. J.

ture Grave.
CM“Foli particulars In our pamphlet, which we
desire to send Dee by mail to every one. The
SpecificMedicine ts sold bv all drogi lat at |1 per
package,or alx packagea for fib, or will be sent
free by mail on receipt of (be money, by ad-

estimated at 680,-

YOUTHFUL COLOR AND

CALICOES,

about 10,600,000 bbls. Tho poultry_ maror.

State

AsB&yer
and
Obemist

GINGHAMS,

Taking.
Pam In me Back. Dimness of Vision, PreCrops along the Wichita division of the mature Old Age. and many other Diseases that
8t. Louis and San Francisco railroad are lead to Insanityor Consumption and • Prema-

sutnpliou of-eggs in thp-United Stales

RESTOR-

It supplies the natural

DELAINES,

HANDKERCHIEFS
From the

finest

Silk to the cheapest.

tnde,

region.

preparation

Is the best

ING GRAY HAIR TO ITS

Corn, Oats, Etc.

CASHMERES,

Will TAMNL^eTOiTaM3!-^1

said to be the best ever raised in that

FEED,

and

and

DRESS GOODS,

torrhea, Impotency, and all

have made the grass luxuriantly and indneed a large flow of milk, so we may

keted

FLOUR

Holland, Mich., May

The

brought to Holfand.

the spring and subsequent warm weather

deal of

1881.

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

indication points to a large yield

a great

13.

grown

Spanish oak.

ot dairy produce this year. The rain

look for

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

RYDER.

Milledge-

T

Evert

Hats and Caps,
G.

JAS.

tivationof cork trees, and that some have
successfully

MOTIONS,

for over twenty years,

ever invented for

At the store of

and climate

ville, that state. Thu trees have

DRY GOODS,

you judge us.

of Georgia seems well adapted to the cul-

i> been

MICA LAMP CHIMNEY
which never breaks.

see the

A very large stock of

ability.

•bout $100,000,000.
It is reported

82

We alwayn have on hand a ntock of

RECEIVED

JUST

pre-

7,000,000 people arc interested in the fisheries, and that the

43-ly

1,

22-tf

A
Cor.

of the United States has

He

BEHOLD.

1880.

kind* of Flower Pots, Banging Bankets,
Etc., Etc., Etc.

all

ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
cost for the next 60 days.
July 6lh.

fruit.

pared a partialreport.

1.

GLASSWARE,

as at

lection of statisticsabout the fishermen
fisheries

E.

Holland, Mich.. Sept.

CROCKERY,

HOLLAND, MICH.

to save the

The census agent charged with

CALL AND SEE US.

St.,

GROCERIES,

And

they are a sight worth

and secure good

:o:-

Dealers in

Clocks which have been sold for $4, are
now for sale at $3. The entire stock on
hand will he sold at that rale. Plated Call and

Ilavlne pnrehatted the Intprent formerly owned
bv Mr. M. Secry, and having leam-d my Hotel, I
within the memory of the oldest inhabit- will devote my entire attentionto ihe Grocery Hnaants were there so many on the trees, or lnci*H. and therefore respectfullycall the attention
of tho citizens of Holland to my new business.
»o healthy looking. At least two thirds The store Is on the

trees

--

STORE M'HuizenSa&Co

seeing in south Georgia. Never before

of them should be beaten off

A Complete assortment of Children’s and Infants’
shoes for fall und winter, and n full line of
Ladies'and Gentlemen’sWear.

THE
iiir.

WARD

son,

Peaches!

Near the Cor. of South Division

JEWELRY

IS-lSw

statistics of

unimportant.

Is hardly

for you.

IN PRICES
Hi
rmv^o in
IN

Eighth Stbket, Holland, Mich.

for the

revision, but any changes will probably be

There

man

the

GREAT REDUCTION 82 EIGHTH STREET

R.

crop produced in 1879, and substantially
corroboratesthe commercial

is

-If

acreage of cotton at 14,428,879 acres, and
the yield at 5,780,968 bales. This

_

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war-

56

For rates, furthor information,
and elecatit
of United
State* free, address,

on the business.

to cairy

R. K.

HEROLD,

All Kinds of Spectacles.

watching for you.

J. R. KLEYN, No. 132 MONROE ST.
NO.
EIGHTH STREET,
Mich.
Holland, Michigan. GrandGrand Jlapidu,1880.

and PUEBLO. Dlnintr Car* nn-ai(aduit to ail through tmln-,in whlol
meals ran bo obtainedat the root on
able price of sen nty -five cents.

known in almost every market in
world. He buys lumber by the cargo

honey

Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.

time.

PullmanPnlac- Car* nro run l*v
thin Crnnpnnv from CHIf ATO tCOUNCIL B LUFFS. TOPEKA r.n
KAI.SAS CITY, fuimliiy1 lilt" wit!
but 011* rhomro of cars to DE '• VE'

a

DE ALER.S I1T

ranted.
We inviteall our old Colony friend*,who happen
to visit Grand Rapid*, and all our old and new
Wc want to remind you of it to day, do not wait, friend d In and aiound the city of Grand Raplde, to
prices arc u» low at« the lowest and can not be ap- call at onr new place of hnaineDD. and examine
onretock.We enall be happy to see them at any
preciated till you ace the goods.

hr»1l

<») DimuMurr Bnvrst,.f w»n lor.
fully low nte*. Tin- o tHroi- will tw
rood (jnmfr W«vt wilhln '"te n 1
day* from date of Nile. 411 1 to
until October 3Ut folloninj.-.

best honey in California is not

is

ID

Clocks,

Close Cash Buyers,

VEB, CODORAD')SPRTMOS.in

•ays: “The land which produces nearly
worth two cents an acre

R. K.

How on Ml* an 1 'lurtnr lli« Mvmn.
nnit-da-MKrci-R<!oyTjcksth, from
niloruronnl Icvm' ttolnf.t<> DEM-

the honey crop very light. One writer
all of ihe

you.

IT

A.

STOVES,

iderably.

The

E.

R. K. wants a brush with you.

PUMPS AND FITTINGS,

petition to contend against from American

Europe are now

Oils,

less com-

leather,and that prices of salted hides in

and

had ;

A.T—

H-A-lRiIRiIJSr

iT.

be

reasonable prices.

—

E.

at cost.

such as fencing, etc., can also

J. R. K. Pans out big for you.

United Slates,with the exception

River Platta, for several months

the

Lime,

Shingles,

DWELL.

General Pno^efTprJpent, Chicago.
T. J. POTTER.
Ge-'*r*1Vnrager.Chicago.

season, or

in ihe

Also, Straw Hats of every descriptionwill be closed out

Thr

Tieke-s via this Celebrated Line
for •. ile at all oilicos in the C nited Stutcfi and
is that, by the middle of June, killings Caned-.
All infomnt:enabout Rates of Fare. Sleepwill be over, showing a deficit of nearly
mg Car Accotnmo Unions, Time Tables. Ac.,
300.000 compared with last year. If to ;:1! be cheerfullygiven, and will send Free to
any address an c legant Couvtii Aln^ot United
this quantity is added tho large number aliles, m colors, by applying to.
of light hides shipped and in course of
are 300,000 head. The present impression

shipment to the United States,the exports

CLOTHING

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

California.
The Shortest, Speediest and Most Comfortable Route via Hannibal to Fort Scott. Denison,
Dallas. Houston, Austin.San Antonio, Galves-

and ail points in Texas.
double those prices ton
The unciiunlodinducements offered by this
since the Boyle well was torpedoed; $500 Lin- to Travelersend Tourists, arc as follows:
Thu celebrated Pullman (16-wheei)Palace
an acre was offered for land sixty rods Sleenlng Cars, run only on this Line. C., B. &
Pnluec Drawing-Room Curs, with Horton’s
away from that well. Building lots have Q.
KecliningI'heirs.No extra charge for Scats
In
Reclining Chair*. The famous C.. It. & Q.
gone up from $100 to $1,500, and a city
Pnlaee Dinimr Cars. (Jorgenus Smoking Cars
is fast springing up in the woods. Four
rttf.-rlwith I'legnntHi.h-BaekedRattan Herailioads are pushing to see which will voicing ( hain* for the exclusive use of flrstcla-s p .pagers.
Steel Tni'-k and Suee*-ier Equipment, comfirst reach the district, and tno biggest
bined wall their Great Through Car Arrangekind ot excitementis in progress.
ment. makes thK above allothers, thefavorite
Home to the South, South-West, and the Fur
The deficit in the killings of cattle in We«t.
Try d. and vnu will tind travelinga luxury
the River Plata and Rio Crande districts in-deu-l..| a disi-omfort.

to

NOW1

away from

turned

of

Will also be closed out to make room for a large new stock, very cheap.

bbl, the verdict is universal

has taken a sudden bounce upward, either

SPUING SUITS

Boys’ and Young Men’s

work on

it will

all other districts. For

Embroidery, Laces, Yarns,

WHISKERS
BROWN

HARRINGTON. Jr.

will change the beard to a

rnmW

Bavin* on hand a largo
of wagon* and
hone*, he U enabled to nerve his customers or
vtrangcr*. at the shnrtevt possiblenotice, and at
the most reasonable rates.

of
at discretion.Being In one

BLACK

preparationIt la ea*Oy applied,and
produces a permanent color that will
not wash

HOSIERY, ETCAUo

• Full

Heavy or Light Braying

off.
____ _
PRKFARKD BY

Line of
at

R, P. HULL fc CO.,

any time both

Sold by

AND LATE.
Fresh Groceries EARLY
Bard
anmmcr
ALWAYS ON HAND.
O. Van Putten & Sons.

Hoi land. March fMh. 1881.

nd Koft Stove wood for sale, for

or winter nse. Inqnlrodf

1KK1

ED. J.
U

..... ...

.Tnnn fR

UAHRINGTOS,

Jr.
yC-f.m

$2

*11

MSHIM,

I, H.

Dsalsn In Nsdkfcs.

Wfttrhr*.Sum wlnilrrt tiro. White m«Ul HmltatCu.
ti. ImlUtlnu |ol<l»«. Sol lil (ol.l 113. ChMgwl*Bilb.»l
for your own n*e or »p*cuUtl»e purpn#*. Vulnobto miUon*trw.TUOS«R)S*CO.,II3
(*•«*«•*•

-

SmmM.

1-lj

